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This thesis is the second stage of a project to investigate the parameters 
affecting the performance of tube mills. . The main topics that the project 
will cover is the motion of the mill charge and the wear characteristics of 
the mill charge and mill liners. 
(1) 
Nates , in his thesis, performed a 
literature survey that highlighted the need for an investigation into the 
motion of a particle with emphasis on the response to changes in the 
coefficient of friction between the particle and the liner. Nates developed 
theoretical models for a particle moving on the inside of a rotating liner. 
The models developed were for a block and sphere moving on a flat liner. 
Although a better understanding of the motion of a particle was achieved the 
models did not take all the variables into account. One of the assumptions 
made by Nates was that the particle was moving on a flat liner. This thesis 
concentrates on the motion of a particle on a corrugated liner in a rotating 
cylinder. 
Two formulations are presented that model the motion of a particle. The first 
model assumes that the particle being modelled is a block. The modelling of 
the particle as a block ensures that the particle does not roll. There are two 
possibilities as to the type of motion which the block can experience. The 
first possibility is where the block moves at the same velocity as the 
- rotating liner whilst the second possibility is where the block can slide 
relative to the rotating liner. Three different liner configurations were 
used in the investigation of the motion of a block. 
The second model assumes that the particle cari move with pure rolling as well 
as with a combination of rolling and sliding. For pure rolling it is assumed 
that at the point of contact between the sphere and liner that there is no 
skidding or sliding. 
The governing equations for the model of a block on a corrugated liner are 
solved numerically using a Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta Method. The theoretical 
predictions of the motion of a block on a corrugated liner are presented - and 












attempt was made to solve it numerically. ,It is envisaged that the numerical 
solution of the model for a sphere will be included in the next stage of the 
project. 
An experimental investigation was done to validate the theoretical model for a 
block on a corrugated liner. Only two of the three liners used in the 
numerical investigation were tested. There was good correlation between the 
experimental results and the theoretical predictions. All the experimental 
results are presented and comparisons made between the theoretical predictions 
and the experimental results. 
The thesis is concluded with a discussion of trends and observations made 
during the investigation ·into the motion of a block on a corrugated liner, and 
it is shown that the model for a block on a corrugated liner does 
satisfactorily predict the response of the block to varying initial 
conditions. Suggestions are also made as to possible ways to improve 
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South Africa has one of the largest coal reserves in the world. This reserve 
is a mixture of low and high grade ores. South Africa pursues a policy of 
making the best use of its energy reserves and therefore relies on the use of 
progressively lower grades of coal in its new power stations. · By pulverising 
the low grade ore the energy content of the coal is fully utilised. ESKOM 
decided that to utilise the lower grade coal milling· plants would be used to 
crush the coal. The milling plants consist of tube mills approximately Sm in 
diameter and 8m in length. 
The power station receives the coal ore in 30 mm sized pieces. This ore is 
then fed into the tube mills. The crushed ore exits the tube mill in the form 
of a fine powder. 
approximately 75 µm. 
The average particle size of the pulverised coal is 
The tube mills are charged with steel balls and the 
rotary action of the mill causes the steel balls to grind the ore to the 
required particle size. During the grinding process the balls and replaceable 
liners are worn away. The percentage fill of the mill has to be kept at an 
optimum and this is done by replacing the worn balls. This is done at a cost 
of approximately RlOOO per mill per week. On average the new power stations 
have six boiler units and five mills per boiler. The sacrificial liners have 
an average lifetime of 35 - 40 thousand hours. The cost of replacing one set 
of ·liners is approximately R120 000 per mill. The cost of replacing the balls 
and liners in the early 1990's was estimated to be approximately RlO million 
{1) 
per annum . 
This prompted ESKOM to investigate ways of cutting the costs associated with 
tube mills. An investigation was initiated to determine the charge motion and 
wear characteristics of the balls and tube mill liners. The main objective of 
this research project is to develop a better understanding of the parameters 
that affect the motion of the mill charge. Once the charge motion of the mill 
is understood then a study of the nature of the wear of the balls and liners 












The research project was started by Nates(l) who conducted a literature review 
into milling with special regard to the charge behaviour within operating 
mills. The aim of the literature review was to identify areas of lesser 
expertise so as to provide a logical starting point for the project. It was 
decided that a viable starting point for this project. would be to develop a 
formulation that included the effects of friction on a particle's behaviour. 
Nates' thesis forms the initial stages of the entire project. The initial 
stage of the project was limited, firstly, to the behaviour of a single 
particle. The reason for this is that a full understanding of the behaviour 
of a single particle is needed before a study can be undertaken into the 
behaviour of multiple particle systems. Secondly, the particle was modelled 
in a mill devoid of lifter-bars or liners. This was done to simplify the 
initial model. Finally, the effect of the interaction between the coal and the 
grinding media is ignored. The inclusion of the effect of the coal would 
transform the system into a multi-particle system and would not be a suitable 
starting point. 
The aim of this thesis is to develop and test a model that incorporates the 
effects of friction and a corrugated liner on the behaviour of a single 
particle inside a rotating cylinder. Only a single particle will be 
investigated and the effects of the interaction between the coal and the balls 
will be ignored. 
To achieve these objectives, the thesis develops formulations for some of the 
possible behaviour patterns of a single particle on a corrugated surface. The 
governing equations are derived using vector analysis. These governing 
equations are then solved numerically using a modified version of the program 
(1) 
developed by Nates . Experiments were conducted in an attempt to verify the 
derived model. Conclusions are drawn regarding the results obtained from the 
theoretical and experimental investigations. 
been made for possible areas of further research. 
Finally recommendations have 
Chapter 2 contains a literature review 
(1) 
The authors reviewed were Nates , 
of recently published dissertations. 
PowellClll and Skorupa<19>. Nates 
investigated the behaviour of a single particle on the inside of a smooth 












investigation into the effect of liner design on the charge motion in a rotary 
mill. Skorupa investigated the wear of tube mill liners for the South 
African power industry. 
In Chapter 3 the equations of motion for the behaviour of a block on a 
corrugated liner are derived. Two distinct types of motion can occur, namely 
the sliding of the block relative to the liner and the sticking of the block 
to the liner. The governing equations are solved using numerical methods. 
In Chapter 4 a model is derived for the pure rolling of a sphere on a 
corrugated liner. A model is also derived for a sphere moving on a corrugated 
liner with a combination of rolling and sliding. The governing equations 
derived are not solved numerically. 
Chapter 5 presents the results obtained from the numerical solution of the 
governing equations for a block on a corrugated liner. The effects of the 
mill speed, coefficient of friction and the liner configuration on the angle 
of departure is investigated. 
Chapter 6 explains the experimental investigation. 
between the experimental and theoretical results 
findings are presented. 
In Chapter 7 a comparison 
was performed and the 
Chapter 8 discusses the findings and observations made concerning the 
theoretical and experimental work performed. 
1.1 General Milling Terminology. 
Tube mills are used mainly in the mining and power industries to crush coal 
(power industry) and mineral bearing ore (mining) for further processing. 
A cross section of a tube mill is shown in Figure 1.1. A mill charge consists 
of both coal ore and grinding media. The grinding media can consist of balls, 
rods or pebbles. The amount of charge in the mill is referred to as the 












These regions are divided by the line AB. The region of the mill charge that 
falls below this line is known as the 'en Masse' region. 
Repose' is the angle of line AB to the horizontal. 






Cross-section through a tube mill (1). 
The motion of the balls can be defined by using one of two terms, cataracting 
or cascading. A ball is defined as cataracting if it detached from the main 
body of . the charge. If the ball does not leave the body of the charge but 
rolls down the charge face it is defined as cascading. 
The point where the balls leave the charge is defined as the Point of 
Departure (POD). The angle of this point, above the horizontal through the 
mill centre, is known as the Angle of Departure (AOD). If the mill speed is 
increased then the AOD will also increase. The AOD will increase to a point 
(90 °) where the charge no longer leaves the liner. This condition is known as 
centrifuging. The theoretical velocity at which this occurs was defined by 













In tube mills coal ore is ground by a combination of abrasion, attrition and 
impact. The large portions of coal that are fed into the mill are initially 
broken up by the cataracting action of the larger balls impacting on the coal 
at the toe of the charge. The mill speed is controlled so that the 
cataracting balls impact on the toe of the charge. If the mill speed is too 
high then the balls impact on the exposed liner and results in accelerated 
wear of the liners. 
The second process in the mill whereby the chips of coal are ground into a 
fine powder is achieved by the mechanisms of attritio'µ and abrasion. The fine 
grinding is performed by the smaller balls and occurs by rubbing the coal 
between the balls. The powdering of the coal is performed in the 'en Masse; 
region where grinding pressures are high. The powdered coal is then extracted 
by blowing hot air through one end of the mill. The coal dust is extracted 
out of the other end and is fed into classifiers to ensure that the particle 
size of the coal dust is small enough. If the coal dust particle size is too 
large (>75 µm) it is returned to the mill for further processing, otherwise it 

















Skorupa , published dissertations in the 
ball mill mechanics in the last 18 months (prior to April 1991). 




Nates performed an extensive literature review of work performed in the 
field of milling and the milling process. In addition to the literature 
review Nates developed theoretical models to model a particle on the inside of 
a rotating cylinder. Nates also performed experimental work in an attempt to 
verify the theoretical models. Powell<lll investigated the influence the 
liner design had upon the charge motion in a rotary mill. Powell's literature 
survey concentrated on charge motion, the techniques used to investigate it 
(19) 
and the effect of the liner design on charge motion. Skorupa investigated 
the wear of tube mill liners in the South African power industry. 
2.1 An Investigation into 
of Tube Mills. Author: 
the Parameters 
M. Nates(l) 
affecting the Performance 
This thesis was the first stage of a project to investigate the parameters 
affecting the performance of tube mills. Nates' thesis started with an in 
depth literature review. The next stage in Nates' thesis was the development 
of theoretical models of the motion of a single particle inside a rotating 
cylinder. Experimental work was then performed in an attempt to verify the 
theoretical models. 
2.1.J. Literature Survey Performed by Nates 
The aim of the literature review was to identify any areas of lesser expertise 
and to identify a logical starting point for the project as a whole. The 
literature survey is divided into five sections. The first included a brief 
description of the milling process and the terminology used to describe the 
behaviour of a mill charge. The second section covers ball paths and ball 
trajectories. The third and fourth sections deals with the behaviour of the 













. and the fourth section covered charge surge. The last section discusses the 
radial segregation of the 'en Masse' region. A. brief summary of each section 
will be given below. The section on general milling terminology is covered in 
the introduction to this thesis. 
2.1.1.1 Ball Paths and Trajectories in a Tube mill 
The authors reviewed by Nates and their contributions to the subject, as 


















-First mathematical model. 
-Extended White's theory. 
-Derived expressions for Point of Departure. 
-Theory of Centrifuging of charge at 
critical velocity. 
-Observation of balls in separate layers. 
-Experimental investigation in an attempt 
to reproduce Davis theoretical results. 
-Charge did not centrifuge at critical 
velocity. 
-Occurrence of Radial Segregation observed. 
-Challenged Davis Model. 
-Proposed new model. 
-New model includes bunching or pushing of 
balls by other balls. 
-Gow model predicts balls will travel further 





































-Critised Gow et a( for "exaggerating 
conditions somewhat". 
-Derived expression for the Angle of Departure 
(AOD) that include the effect of friction. 
-Rederived Davis model using different 
approach. 
-Davis ignored friction and ball interaction 
after the ball had left the liner. 
-Extended work to enable the prediction of 
charge shape. 
-Friction is included in new model. 
-Derived theoretical model for flight of 
single ball. 
-Include the effect of friction and lifter 
bar face-angle. 
-Experimental testing using piezoelectric 
sensors placed in liners. 
-Theoretical modelling of ball paths 
including the effect of the adhesion forces. 
-Theoretical modelling of ball paths 
including the effect of lifter bars. 
-Performed experimental work. 
-Good correlation between theoretical and 
experimental results obtained. 









































-First to mention charge slippage. 
-Advocated the use of corrugated liners 
to prevent slippage. 
-All reported from experimental work 
that slippage decreases with an increase 
in the percentage fill of a mill. 
-Experimental procedure to measure slip 
using electrical probes in mill. 
-Conclusions reached 
1. Slip increases with mill speed. 
2. Slip increases with power input to mill. 
3. Slip can be decreased by using smaller 
balls which "key in" more easily than 
bigger balls. 
-Experimental investigation in rotary kiln. 
-Differ~nce between rotary kiln and mill is 
size of grinding media. 
-Identified six types of motion that occur in 
a mill. 
-Experimental work performed using rods in an 
attempt to negate end effects that occur in 
glass ended mills. 
-Found an increase in the amount of 
cataracting with the inclusion of lifter 












2.1.1.3 Charge Surging in a Tube Mill 
Nates reported that the phenomenon of charge surge is a relatively 
unresearched field. The occurrence of surge in a mill is difficult to predict 
and if it occurs it can damage a mill· and its drive mechanism. Nates included 
a brief overview on the subject of surge so that the complexities and 
uncertainties involved in determining charge motion can be appreciated. The 
authors, which Nates found to have investigated the subject, are 
Rose and Sullivan(?) and Vermeulen and Howat<17>. 
Rose and Sullivan developed a surge model in terms of the distance between the 
centre of the mill and the centre of gravity of the charge. Rose and Sullivan 
stated that the charge oscillated and that it moved both in the same direction 
and in the opposite direction to the mill rotation. 
Vermeulen and Howat conducted an experimental investigation into. the 
phenomenon of charge surge using high speed cinematography. They found that 
the charge did not display pendulum type behaviour, as reported by Rose and 
Sullivan(?), and at no time during the surge cycle did the charge move in the 
opposite direction to the mill rotation. 
2.1.1.4 Radial Segregation in a Tube Mill 
Nates stated that radial segregation is defined as division of the charge into 
separate zones. These zones differ according to element size and occur 
radially in a mill. Nates reported that the occurrence of radial segregation 
was reported by various authors (3,4,8,12). 
Haultain and Dyer<3 > were the first to comment on radial segregation. They 
observed during experimental work that at low speeds smaller particles would 
migrate to the centre of the mill. 
speeds. 
This phenomenon was reversed at high 
Henien et alusi, in 1985, conducted an experimental investigation into the 
radial segregation in rotary kilns. Nityanand et alU9> extended Henien et 












Haultain et a1<3 >. Nityanand developed a model that describes the various 
regions of the segregated charge. 
2~1.2 Theoretical Models Developed by Nates 
Nates developed theoretical models for three types of particle motion that can 
occur inside a rotating cylinder. The three types of motion considered are: 
Pure Sliding Modelled using a Block 
Pure Rolling Modelled using a Sphere 
Combination of Modelled using a Sphere 
Rolling and Sliding 
For the Pure Sliding Model the forces acting on the block are summed radially 
and tangentially to the liner. Three equations, Equations (2.1)-(2.3), are 
derived for the Reaction Force (R), the Tangential Frictional Force (T), and 
the Angular Velocity (a). These forces and the directions in which they act 
are illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
w 
p 














Nates derived equations for the Reaction Force (R) and the Tangential Friction 
Force (T) by equating the forces that act on the block. 
R = m e2p - m g Sin(0) (2.1) 
T = m 8 p + m g Cos(0) (2.2) 
Nates stated that prior to sliding the block sticks to the liner and the 
angular velocity (a) of the block equals the angular velocity of the rotating 




For Non-Sliding: 0 = Q m = Constant) (2.3) m m 
0 = 0 (2.4) 
0 = Q m t + < (2.5) 
where < = Initial Position of Block 
By substituting the non-sliding c nditions, Equations (2.3)-(2.5), into 
Equations (2.1) and (2.2) gives 
R = m Q2 p - m g Sin(Q t + <> (2.6) 
m m 
T = m Q p + m g Cos(Q t + <> m m (2.7) 
Nates stated that once sliding has started the Tangential Frictional Force (T) 
is proportional to the Reaction Force (R) (ie T = µ R). 
forces, Nates derived the governing equation 
p 8 - µ p 02+ g[ Cos(a) + µ Sin(a)] = O 
Equating these two 
(2.8) 
Equation (2.8) is the equation of motion of a block sliding relative to a flat 
liner. Nates used an Euler Forward Step Approximation to numerically sol1Ve 












The results obtained from the numerical solution of Equations (2.1), (2.2) and 
(2.8) are then compared to experimental results obtained from a test rig. The 
rig simulated a rotating cylinder with a flat liner. 
w 
Figure 2.2: Orientation of Forces acting on a Sphere(l) 
The second model that Nates formulated is for pure rolling. This model 
assumed that a sphere is rolling on the inside of a rotating cylinder. One of 
the preconditions is that no slip occurs between the spheres and the liner. 
Nates derived the equations for the pure rolling case in a similar manner to 
that for pure sliding. The orientation of the forces acting on the sphere are 
shown in Figure 2.2. The equations derived for the Tangential Friction Force 
(T) and the Reaction Force (R) are the same. The equation of motion for a 
block is no longer valid and Nates derives a new equation of motion. The 
equation derived takes the spin of the sphere into account. Nates summed the 
moments acting about the sphere centre, P: 
I w =Ta 
where I = Second Moment of Inertia of a Sphere 
T = Tangential Friction Force 
















Substituting Equation (2. 9) into Equation (2.2) yields 
2 w a = 5 a p + 5 g Cos(0) (2.10) 
Nates stated that one of the conditions is that the sphere moves with pure 
rolling. Summing the velocity vectors. acting at A (Point A, in Figure 2.3, is 
the point of contact between the sphere and liner) yields 
Q p = 0 (p-a) + w a 
m 






Nates differentiated Equation (2.11), with respect to time, and substituted 
the differentiated equation into Equation (2.10). This yields 
7 a w = 5 g Cos(0) (2.13) 
Equations (2.12) and (2.13) are coupled. and have to be solved simultaneously. 
In these equations the value for the coefficient of friction is not included 
in the calculation of the actual motion of the sphere. It is only used to 
calculate the values of the tangential and reaction forces. It is also used 
to ascertain whether the limiting friction (T ~ µ R) has been exceeded. 
The initial boundary conditions for the numerical solution of the governing 
equations (2.12) and (2.13) are the initial angular displacement [9(0)), the 
angular velocity [B(O)] of the sphere about the mill centre and the initial 
angular velocity [w(O)] of the sphere about its centre. An Euler Forward Step 
Approximation is used to numerically solve the two simultaneous equations. 
Nates stated that the model for sliding excluded the possibility of the block 
rolling whereas the rolling model excluded the possibility of the sphere 
sliding. Nates derived a third model that included the possibility of both 
the rolling and sliding of a particle. Nates used the same derivation as for 












be seen in Equations (2.1) and (2.2). As with sliding the assumption is made 
that T = µ R and hence combining Equations (2.1) and (2.2) yields Equation 
(2.14). 
p e - µ p 02+ g[ Cos(e) + µSin(e)J = o (2.14) 
If the particle is permitted to spin then taking moments about the centre 
yields 
I w =Ta 
Substituting for the Tangential Force (T) yields 
m a [e p + g Cos(e) l 
(2.11) 
I 
where I = Second Moment of Inertia of the Particle 
Nates, after formulation of the combined model, felt that a simple combination 
of the two individual models would not adequately portray the problem of 
the combined motion of the sphere. 
2.1.3 Discussion of Nates' Models 
N f d h th f l . b D . <
2> • d t ates oun t at e ormu at1on y av1s was ma equa e. This was because 
Davis neglected to include the affect of friction on the motion of the 
particle. The sliding model derived by Nates proved that Davis had assumed 
that the coefficient of friction between the block and liner to be infinite. 
The sliding model predicted that there are two ways in which the block can be 
centrifuged to the liner. The first is that the block's angular velocity 
equals the rotational speed of the mill. The second is when the. angular 
velocity of the block is less than the rotational speed of the mill 
(ie sliding is occurring). These two types of centrifuging are reproduced in 












It was found that the pure rolling model is only valid for the initial period 
of the sphere's motion. This is because once the frictfonal force is exceeded 
then the sphere starts to slide. The model derived by Nate~ for the combined 
rolling and sliding of a particle does not model the situation adequately. 
Equations (2.8) and (2.14) are identical. This implies that th~ motion of a 
block sliding relative to a liner is equivalent to the motion of a sphere 
sliding relative to a liner. This is not the case and therefore the model for 
combined rolling and sliding cannot be valid. 
It was found that the motion of a block is affected by variations in the 
coefficient of friction between the liner and the block and by variations in 
, the mill rotational velocity. The effects of these changes on a block on a 
smooth liner can be seen in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. In Figure 2.3 the effects of 
a change for the coefficient of friction can be seen. The effect of 
increasing friction is to make the block move higher up the rotating cylinder 
prior. to it leaving the liner. This in turn causes the block to have a higher 
tangential velocity and causes the block to be flung further across the mill. 
This also occurs if friction is kept constant and the mill speed is varied 
(Figure 2.4). · The block's tangential velocity increases as the mill speed 
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Figure 2.3: The Parabolic trajectories of a Block 
(1) 
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Figure 2.4: The Parabolic Trajectories of a Block for 
varying µ and constant 0 . 
m 
CO = 823 Criticad0 m 
Nates performed experimental work to validate the pure sliding model and the 
pure rolling model. The results obtained from the experimental work, for a 
block on a flat liner, correlated with· the numerical results. This led to the 
conclusion that the model derived for a block on a smooth liner is valid. No 
attempt was made to experimentally validate the combined rolling and sliding 
model. 
Nates encountered difficulties in setting the initial boundary conditions for 
the experimental investigation of a sphere moving with pure rolling. · Nates 
stated. that the model for pure rolling would only be valid for a short period 
of time. In reality the coefficient of friction, between two steel surfaces, 
is approximately 0.35. Nates reported that if this is the case then the pure 
rolling model is valid for approximately 0.58 seconds. 
Nates stated that the simple combination of the Pure Rolling and Pure Sliding 
models does not overcome the inadequacies of the two models. 
model ignores the influence of the particle's spin on the 
particle and reduces the model ·to that for a block on a flat liner. 
The resulting 















South Africa has one of the· largest coal reserves in the world. This reserve 
is a mixture of low and high grade ores. South Africa pursues a policy of 
making the best use of its energy reserves and therefore relies on the use of 
progressively lower grades of coal in its new power stations. By pulverising 
the low grade ore the energy content of the coal is fully utilised. ESKOM 
decided that to utilise the lower grade coal milling · piants would be used to 
crush the coal. The milling plants consist of tube mills approximately Sm in 
diameter and 8m in length. 
The power station receives the coal ore in 30 mm sized pieces. This ore is 
then fed into the tube mills. The crushed ore exits the tube mill in the form 
of a fine powder. 
approximately 75 µm. 
The average particle size of the pulverised coal is 
The tube mills are charged with steel balls and the 
rotary action of the mill causes the steel balls to grind the ore to the 
required particle size. During the grinding process the balls and replaceable 
liners are worn away. The percentage fill of the mill has to be kept at an 
optimum and this is done by replacing the worn balls. This is done at a cost 
of approximately RlOOO per mill per week. On average the new power stations 
have six boiler units and five mills per boiler. The sacrif'lcial liners have 
an average lifetime of 35 - 40 thousand hours. The cost of replacing one set 
of liners is approximately' R120 000 per mill. The cost of replacing the balls 
and liners in the early 1990's was estimated to be approximately RlO million 
(1) 
per annum . 
L. 
This prompted ESKOM to investigate ways of cutting the costs associated with 
tube mills. An investigation . was initiated to determine the charge motion and 
wear· characteristics of the balls and. tube mill liners. The , main objective .of 
this research project is to develop a better understanding of the parameters 
that affect the motion of the mill charge. Once the charge motiori of the mill 
is understood then a study ·of the nature of· the wear of the balls and · liners 











expertise so as to provide a logical starting point for the project. It w_as 
decided that a viable starting point for this project would be to develop a 
formulation that included the effects of friction on a particle's behaviour. 
Nates' thesis forms the initial stages of the entire project. The initial 
stage of the project was - limited, firstly, to the behaviour of a single 
particle. The reason for this is that a full understanding of the behaviour 
of a single particle is needed before a study can be unde_:taken into the 
behaviour of multiple particle systems·. _Secondly, the particle was modelled 
in a mill devoid of lifter-bars or liners. This was done to simplify the 
initial model. Finally, the effect of the interaction between the coal and the 
grinding media is ignored. The inclusion of the effect of the coal would 
transform the system into a multi-particle system and would not be a suitable _ 
starting point. 
The aim of this thesis is to develop and test a model that incorporates the 
effects of friction and a corrugated liner on the behaviour of a single 
particle inside a rotating cylinder. Only -a single particle will be 
investigated and the effects of the interaction between the coal and the balls 
will be ignored. 
To achieve these objectives, the thesis develops formulations for -some of the 
possible b_ehaviour patterns of a single particle on a corrugated surf ace. The 
governing equations are derived using vector analysis. These governing 
equations are then solved numerically using a modified version of the program 
developed by Nates'0 . Experiments were conducted' in an attempt to verify the 
derived model. Conclusions are drawn regarding- the. results obtained from the 
' ' ' 
theoretical and experimental investigations. . Finally recommendations have 
been made for possible areas of further research;1' -
-.· ... · .!'._.. ~ i ' , .. 
Chapter · 2 contains a literature review of recently published dissertations. -
The authors reviewed were Nat es (1), Powell (11) and Skorupa Cl 9>. Nates 
investigated the behaviour of a single particle on the inside of a smooth 













The research project was started by Nates0 > who conducted a literature review 
into milling with special regard to the charge behaviour within operating 
mills. The aim of the literature review was to identify areas of lesser 
expertise so as to provide a logical starting point for the project. It was 
decided that a viable starting point for this project would be to develop a 
formulation that included the effects of friction on a particle's behaviour. 
Nates' thesis forms the initial stages of the entire project. The initial 
stage of the project was . limited, firstly, to the behaviour of a single 
particle. The reason for this is that a full understanding of the behaviour 
of a single particle is needed before a study can be undertaken into the 
behaviour of multiple particle systems. Secondly, the . particle was modelled 
in a mill devoid of lifter:..bars or liners. This was done to simplify the 
initial model. Finally, the effect of the interaction between the coal and the 
grinding media is ignored. The inclusion of the effect of the coal would 
transform the system into a multi-particle system and would not be a suitable 
starting point. 
The aim of this thesis is to develop and test a model that incorporates the 
effects of friction and a corrugated liner on the behaviour of a single 
particle inside a rotating cylinder. Only a single particle will be 
investigated and the effects of the interaction between the coal and the balls 
will be ignored. 
To achieve these objectives, the thesis develops formulations for some of the 
possible behaviour patterns of a single particle on a corrugated surface. The 
governing equations are derived using vector analysis. These governing 
equations are then solved numerically using a modified version of the program 
(1) 
developed by Nates . Experiments were conducted in an attempt to verify the 
derived model. Conclusions are drawn regarding the results obtained from the 
theoretical and experimental investigations. 
been made for possible areas of further research. 
Finally recommendations have 
Chapter 2 contains a literature review 
The authors reviewed were 
(1) 
Nates , 
of recently published dissertations. 
(11) (19) 
Powell and Skorupa . Nates 
investigated the behaviour of a single particle on the inside of a smooth 
rotating cylinder. Powell per:formed a theoretical and experimental 













investigation into the effect of liner design on the charge motion in a rotary 
mill. Skorupa investigated the wear of tube mill liners for the South 
African power industry. 
In Chapter 3 the equations of motion for the behaviour of a block on a 
corrugated liner are derived. Two distinct types of motion can occur, namely 
the sliding of the block relative to the liner and the sticking of the block 
to the liner. The governing equations are solved using numerical methods. 
In Chapter 4 a model is derived for the pure rolling of a sphere on a 
corrugated liner. A model is also derived for a sphere moving on a corrugated 
liner with a combination of rolling and sl~ding. The governing equations 
derived are not solved numerically. 
Chapter 5 presents the results obtained from the numerical solution of the 
governing equations for a block on a corrugated liner are presented. The 
effects of the mill speed, coefficient of friction and the liner configuration 
on the angle of departure is investigated. 
Chapter 6 explains the experimental investigation. In Chapter 7 a comparison 
between the experimental and theoretical results was performed and the 
findings are presented in this chapter. 
Chapter 8 discusses the findings and observations made concerning the 
theoretical and experimental work performed. 
1.1 General Milling Terminology. 
Tube mills are used mainly in the mining and power industries to crush coal 
(power industry) and mineral bearing ore (mining) for further processing. 
A cross section of a tube mill is shown in Figure 1.1. A mill charge consists 
of both coal ore and grinding media. The grinding media can consist of balls, 
rods or pebbles. The amount of charge in the mill is referred to as the 












These regions are divided by the line AB. The region of the mill charge that 
falls below this line is known as the 'en Masse' region. The 'Angle of 








Cross-section through a tube mill m. 
The motion of the balls can be defined by using one of two terms, ca tar acting 
or cascading. A ball is defined as cataracting if it detached from the main 
body of the charge. If the ball does not leave the body of the charge but 
rolls down the charge face it is defined as cascading. 
The point where the balls leave the charge is defined as the Point of 
Departure (POD). The angle of this point, above the horizontal through the 
mill centre, is known as the Angle of Departure (AOD). If the mill speed is 
increased then the AOD will also increase. The AOD will increase to a point 
0 • 
(90 ) where the charge no longer leaves the liner. This condition is known as 
centrifuging. The theoretical velocity at which this occurs was defined by 













In tube mills coal ore is ground by a combination of abrasion, attrition and 
impact. The large portions of coal that are fed into the mill are initially 
broken up by the cataracting action of the larger balls impacting on the coal 
at the toe of the charge. The mill speed is controlled so that the 
cataracting balls impact on the toe of the charge. If the mill speed is too 
high then the balls impact on the exposed liner and results in accelerated 
wear of the liners. 
The second process in the mill whereby the chips of coal are ground into a 
fine powder is achieved by the mechanisms of attritio'n and abrasion. The fine 
grinding is performed by the smaller balls and occurs by rubbing the coal 
between the balls. The powdering of the coal is performed in the 'en Masse' 
region where grinding pressures are high. The powdered coal is then extracted 
by blowing hot air through one end of the mill. The coal dust is extracted 
out of the other end and is fed into classifiers to ensure that the particle 
size of the coal dust is small enough. If the coal dust particle size is too 
large (>75 µm) it is returned to the mill for further processing, otherwise it 


























Effect of Liner Design 
(11) 
Author: M. Powell 
upon Charge. Motion in a Rotary 
This thesis involved the theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
charge motion of an isolated rod or ball. It also investigated how the charge 
motion is influenced by the geometry of a flat faced lifter-bar. Factors such 
as face-angle, lifter-bar height and the coefficient of friction between the 
rod and lifter-bar are taken into account. The outer layer of the charge is 
the portion of the charge that is most affected by the liner configuration. 
For this reason the theoretical and. experimental investigation concentrated on 
the outer layer. 
Experimental work was performed in an attempt to validate the theory used. 
The experimental work was performed in a glass ended mill and the charge 
motion was filmed using a high speed camera. These experiments were performed 
for various configurations of lifter bars and the mill was run at speeds 
ranging from 603 to 1003 of the mill critical velocity (N ). The coefficient 
c 
of friction was measured under simulated mill conditions for various 
liner-ball configurations. The amount of power drawn by the mill for the 
various configurations was also measured. 
There is good correlation between the results obtained from the experimental 
and theoretical investigations. A problem was encountered with the value of 
the coefficient of friction used in the theory. It was found that this value 
was not of a high enough magnitude. This was evident from comparisons made 
between the theoretical ·and experimental results. The results obtained from 
the theory gave a very good representation of the outer charge motion. 
Powell stated that previous work on the effect of lifter bars on the charge 
motion in a mill extended only to the point where the charge lifted or left 
the liner. The work by Powell included the flight of the ball or rod after 
departure. The impact point, where the ball collides with the other side of 
the mill, is also calculated. The importance of this is that it is preferable 
that the charge does not impact on the liner on the other side of the mill but 
rather on the toe of the mill charge. If the charge impacts on the exposed 












The main findings by Powell are as follows: 
1. There is an increase in the angle of departure of the 
charge as the height of the lifter bar is increased from 
zero to just greater than the radius of a 
grinding-element. Therefore. to prevent slippage in a mill 
the lifter-bar height should be at least as high as a 
grinding-element radius. The AOD increases only until a 
critical lifter-:bar height is reached, where upon no 
further increase in the AOD occurs. 
2. An increase in lifter-bar face-angle results in a decrease 
in slip and an increase in the lift and AOD of the grinding 
elements. An increase in the AOD leads to an increase in 
the impact angle of the grinding media. Powell also stated 
that by making use of the effect of the face-angle a liner 
could be 'tuned' to allow the charge to impact on a desired 
point. 
3. There is a linear relationship between the mill speed and 
the angle of impact. 
Powell stated that some important facts regarding the effects of lifter-bar 
geometry on · the charge motion had been discovered. 
the three main variables (mill speed, lifter-bar 
face-angle) are summarised in Figures 2.5-2. 7. 
The interaction between 
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Figure 2.6: The combined influence of lifter-bar height 


















Figure 2. 7: The combined influence of lifter-bar face-angle 
• (11) 












2.3 Wear of Tube Mill Liners for the South African Power Industry. 
Author: J.J. Skorupa 
(19) 
A review of all general wear theories is performed. It was found that liner 
wear is produced by three mechanisms, namely: impact, sliding abrasion and 
corrosion. In air swept mills the first two are primarily responsible for the 
wear occurring. Wear by corrosion is only a problem in wet mills. 
The wear by impact is created when the grinding media causes plastic 
deformation of the liner material to occur. This leads to a highly strained 
surface which fractures when further deformations of the surface occur. For 
this type of wear to occur sufficient energy has to be imparted by the 
impacting particle for plastic deformation of the surf ace to occur. The 
plastic deformation leads to hardening and subsequent imbrittlement of the 
liner material. 
The sliding abrasion is caused primarily by a cutting action and also includes 
some wear by deformation. The mechanics of sliding wear can clearly be seen 
in Figure 2.8. 
Figure 2.8: 
IMPINGEMENT ANGLE (oc I 
MATERIAL SUBJECT 
TO WEAR 
GROOVE LEFT BY PLASTIC 
FLOW ANO CUTTING WEAR 
A Physical Model of Sliding Abrasion<19> 
There are a large number of materials which can be used for the manufacture of 
liners and each material has varying degrees of resistance to wear. It is 
therefore important that the wear situation be thoroughly investigated before 












The wear inside the mill is influenced by the mill rotational velocity, the 
percentage fill of the mill and, most important, the liner profile or 
'lifter-bar geometry. Skorupa reported that a number of studies have been 
performed to determine · the wear resistance of various materials. These 
aforementioned factors were not considered in determining the wear resistance 
of the materials tested in the studies mentioned above. 
2.3.l Laboratory Investigation Performed to Determine the 
Wear Resistance of Various Metals 
The following tests were performed by Skorupa to ascertain the properties of 
the various sample metals. 
a) Metallurgical Evaluation 
1. Chemical Analysis 
2. Hardness 
b) Wear Tests 
1. Rubber Wheel Abrasion Test 
2. Impact Abrasion Test 
3. Industrial Trials 
In the industrial trials, liners in the shape of liner #1 (see Figure 2. 9), 
were cast in nine different materials and placed in a tube mill that is in use 
at the Arnot Power Station. Before and after each test the liners were 
weighed and measurements of the height of the profile and liner thicknesses 
were taken. 
In industrial tube mills there are two possibilities as to where the balls 
impact on the liner. The first possibility is when the ball impacts on the 
toe of the charge. In this instance the liner is protected by the layer of 
balls found at the toe of the charge. The second possibility is where the ball 
impacts just above the toe of the charge. Here the liner is only protected by 
a thin layer of coal. It was therefore decided that an electron microscope 
would be used to examine the material surface of the test liners. These 
photographs were then compared to photographs of a similar material which, 
under controlled laboratory conditions, had been subjected to the two 













Skorupa reported, that by analyzing the results both statistically and by 
comparing them to the results obtained from classical grinding theory, that 
the design and experimental methods used were appropriate and consistent. 
There was no evidence of unreliability in the statistical analysis . 
• 
It is also shown that the principles of scaling the mill speed were valid. 
This was proven by laboratory tests using high speed photography. This is 
further supported by the close agreement of the results obtained from the 
industrial trials and the experimental work in the laboratory. 
The liner shapes shown in Figure 2. 9 were cast in a ceramic material and 
tested in a working tube mill. It was evident from these additional 
industrial trials that one of the liners showed superior wear performance 
characteristics. The recommendation is made that after some further testing, 
that liner #4 could replace the currently used liner #1. 
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MOTION OF A BLOCK 
ON A CORRUGATED LINER 
A particle in a mill can experience three distinct types of motion. It can 
either slide, roll or move with a combination of the two along a liner 
surface. Previous work has modelled these types of motion on a flat linerm. 
The next step was to include the effect that a corrugated liner has on a 
particle's motion. 
3.1 Model Justification 
A particle moving in free space has six degrees of freedom (DOF), three 
(1) 
translational and three rotational. Nates reported that previous 
investigators (3, 8, 10, 11) had ignored the out-of-plane travel of the 
particle and the system is then reduced to two dimensions (ie x and y 
directions). The resulting system consists of three degrees of freedom ( two 
translational and one rotational). The rotational degree of freedom is the 
spin of the particle about an axis parallel to the mill axis. 
The motion of a sphere on the inside of a rotating cylinder can be modelled by 
including the rotational DOF into the model. By restricting the rotational 
degree of freed om the system is reduced to two degrees of freedom. This is 
the equivalent of not allowing the ball to spin. 
The two models investigated were for a block -with two degrees of freedom (two 
translational DOF) and a sphere with three DOF (two translational and one 
rotational). It has been found that balls subjected to wear in the tube mills 
develop flat faces and become cubic in shape. The fact that they become cubic 
in shape leads to the conclusion that they cannot readily spin when moving 
along a liner. It is therefore justifiable to use a block shaped particle as 
a starting point for the analysis of a single particle on a corrugated liner 












3.2 The Derivation of a Surface Function to Model a Corrugated 
Liner 
By using Fourier Analysis any periodic liner shape can be approximated. The 
equation used for this analysis is shown below. 
N 
f((3) = p + t' (c Cos(<: (3) + d Sin(<: (3)) l n n n n 
n=l 
where N = number of terms 
p = mean radius of liner 
c = constant 
n 
d = constant 
n 
<: = No of Corrugations per 360 ° 
n 
(3 = Relative Angular Position of Block 
(3.1) 
The initial function that will be used is " a simple Cosine function. 
This liner function takes the form 




= Frequency of the Corrugations 
(3.2) 
This equation, when plotted in polar coordinates, describes the liner surface. 




can be altered to change the shape of the liner 
used. This is illustrated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. 
• (19) 
The other liner that will be modelled is the lmer found by Skorupa to be 
the most wear resistant in industrial tests. The derivation of the Fourier 
Series Approximation for this liner can be seen in Appendix A. The liner used 
can be seen in Figure 3.3. When the governing equation (Equations 3.25) block 
(19) • 
were solved for this liner (derived from Skorupa ), it was found that the 
Fourier Series Approximation did not model the liner adequately. The 
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Figure 3.1: Liner Profile for the function 
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Figure 3.2: Liner Profile for the function 
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Figure 3.3: Liner Profile from Skorupa 
3.2.1. Rotation Of the Liner 
To rotate the liner the following equation is assumed 
£3=<1>-n t 
m 
Where (3 = Relative Ailgle of Displacement of a Particle 
</> = Angular Position of a Particle 
Q =Rotational Speed of the Liner in rad s -l 
m 
t = Time Elapsed from Release of Particle 
(3.3) 
During the formulation of the governing equation (Eqn 3.25) of a block on a 
corrugated liner the first and second derivatives, with respect to time, of 
Equation (3.1) are required. The first and second derivative of Equation 
(3.3) are also required. These are 














3.3 Derivation of the Equations Governing the Motion of a Block 
on a Corrugated Liner 
There are two types of motion that can occur when a block is in contact with a 
rotating liner. The first is when the block moves with the same velocity as 
the liner (i.e. the block is sticking to the liner). The other type of motion 
that can occur is when the block does not move at the same velocity as the 
liner (i.e. the block is slipping relative to the liner). 
3.3.1 Derivation of the Sliding Equations 
It is necessary to ascertain the position of the block relative to its 
surroundings. The vectors that are used to describe the position of the block 






Figure 3.4: Vectors acting on a Block on a Corrugated Liner. 
The position of the point of contact between the block and liner, in the 
cartesian coordinate system, is given by 
~(x,y) = x :1 + y :2 (3.6) 












- 31 "'."" 
Equation (3.6) ·cari be simplified into components of f((3) in the x and y 
directions. This leads to Equation (3. 7) 
= f((3) Cos((3) e + f((3) Sin((3) e 
-1 -z (3.7) 
where f((3) is defined in Equation (3.1) 
Equation (3. 7) can be converted to the polar coordinate system by introducing 
the radial and angular unit vectors: :r and :q,• 
e = Cos(cf>) e + Sin(cf>) e -r -1 -z 
e,,. = -Sin( cf>) e + Cos('/>) ~ 
-'t' -1 -z 
The position of the block centre can then be expressed in vector form by 
r((3) = f((3) :r - a n (3.8a) 
where a = Distance from block centre to liner 
It is assumed however that f((3) » a ', therefore Equation (3.8a) becomes 
~((3) = f((3) :r (3.8b) 
Equation (3.8b) is used to ascertain the position of the block. It is also 
necessary . to ascertain the velocity and acceleration of the block. This is 
done by taking the first and second derivatives, with respect to time, of 
Equation (3.8b). The first derivative is given by 
I • I 





e='/>e -r -4> 













f({3) :r + </> f((3) :</> . (3. 9) 
The second derivative with respect to time is given by 
~(/3) 
.. .. 
= r r :r + r </> :</> (3.10) 
I 2( II ) • II 2 II 
where rr = "4> f({3) + ¢ f({3) - f((3) - 2 Qm </> f(.(3) + Qm f((3) 
I • I 
r</> = "4> f({3) + 2 ¢2 f({3) -2 Qm </> f(/3) 
All the forces acting on the block can be shown in vector form . 
.. 
F = m r (3.11) 
The force vector F comprises three components. These are the Normal Reaction 
Force (R), the Tangential Friction Force (T) and the Weight Component (W). 
This stated in equation form is 
F=R+T+W 
The forces, that act on the block are shown in Figure 3.5, and represented in 
the form 
Normal Reaction Force 
Tangential Friction Force 
Weight Component 
R = -N n 
- r -
























Figure 3.5: Orientation of the Forces Acting on a Block 
on a Corrugated Liner 
The vectors ~ and ~ are the unit normal and tangent vectors to the liner 
surface. The derivation of the unit vectors is shown in Appendix B, and are 
~=a { 
I 
:~ } f((3) e - f ( (3) -r (3.15) 
=a { 
I 
+ f({3) :~ } t f ( (3) e - -r (3.16) 
1 
where a= 
/ f((3)2+ f c13> 2 
Equations (3.10), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) are substituted into Equation 

















m rr = - a f({3) Nr + a f({3) Nt - m g Sin(cp) 
Resolved in the e <P (angular) direction: 
•• I 
m r <P = a f({3) Nr + a f({3) Nt - m g Cos(cp) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Equations (3.17) and (3.18) are two equations in two unknowns (Nt,Nr). 
Solving for these two unknowns, the derived equations are 
(3.19) 
and 
Nr = m a [rcf3) r <P - f({3) r r] + m g a [rC{3) Cos(cp) - f((3) Sin(cp)] 
(3.20) 
Equations (3.19) and (3.20) are used for both the non-sliding and sliding 
conditions. For the non-sliding condition the ball rotates with the same 
angular velocity as the mill (i.e. ~ = Q ). 
m 
acceleration of the ball can be calculated from 
<P = Q 
m 
The angular displacement and 
(3.21) 
Integrating Equation (3.21) with respect to time yields the angular 
displacement. 
<P = Q t + ~ 
m 
(3.22) 












The acceleration is derived by differentiating Equation (3.21) with respect 
to time. This yields 
4> = 0 (3.23) 
The block will continue to rotate at </J = Q until friction is exceeded. When 
m 
this occurs Equations (3.21)-(3.23) are no longer valid, and the block will 
start to slide relative to the liner.· It is assumed that the Frictional Force 
(Nt) between the block and the liner is directly proportional to the Normal 
Reaction Force (N ). This is governed by 
r 
N = µ N 
t r 
(3.24) 
By substituting Equations (3.19) and (3.20) into Equation (3.24), the 
governing equation for a block sliding on a corrugated surface is derived, and 
takes the form of a Second Order Differential Equation; 
.. • ·2 





c = - 2 am{ri111 [ rCl!l + µ rc111 ] - rC111 ( rc111 - 11 rC111 ] } 
o = 2 fCf3> {f(f3) - µ fCf3>} + {fCf3> + µ f(f3>} {fCf3> - f(f3>} 
E = g { [ fCl!l - µ ri111 ] CosC4>l + [ r(111 + µ f(/!l ] SinC<Pl} 
+ n! f 1{(3) [ fCf3> + µ f(f3) ] 
Equation (3.25) is in terms of </J (i.e. it has only one degree of freedom). As 
(1) 
stated by Nates it is evident from Equation (3.25) that the motion of the 
block is independent of the mass of the block. 
values of Nr and Nt. 












A comparison of the equations derived for a block on a corrugated liner and 
the equations derived by Nates(l) is shown below. 
von Bentheim Nat es 
Reaction Force N (Eqn 3.19) R 
• 2 
Sin(</>) = m p <I> - m g r 
Tangential Force Nt (Eqn 3.20) T = m p 4> + m g Cos (<I> ) 
Governing Equation B4> 
• • 2 
0 P4> 
• 2 
+ C<f> + D</> + E = - pµ<f> + g (µSin</> + Cos¢)=0 
Table 3.1: Comparisons of Equations Derived by 
von Bentheim and Nates(l) 
If the correct boundary conditions are substituted into the governing equation 
and the. equations for the Tangential Force and Reaction Force, as derived in 
this thesis, then the formulation derived by Nates(l) is produced. This is 
shown in Appendix C. 
3.3.2 Numerical Solution of Sliding Equations 
The governing equation (Equation (3.25)) is a second order, non-linear, 
homogeneous ordinary differential equation (ODE). This equation is of a 
highly non-linear nature and therefore a numerical solution has been sought. 
The governing equation can be decomposed into two first order differential 
equations. These two equations are then solved simultaneously using a 
Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta Method<zo>. This method is used instead of the Euler 
Forward Step because the Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta Method is computationally 
more efficient. Due to its formulation larger time steps can be taken whilst 
retaining the same degree of accuracy as the Euler Forward Step. The 
procedure for the decomposition of the second order differential equation is 
shown in Appendix D. 
solution 












"' ="' + h ~ n+l n n+l (3.26) 
If> =l/>n+h(j, n+l n+l (3.27) 
<i> = (k + 2 k + 2 k + k )/6 
n+l 1 2 3 4 
(3.28) 
Where k = - h (C u +Du 2 + E >IB l/>n u = 1 n 1 n 1 n n 1 
k 2 = - h (C u + D u + E )/B U• = 
"' 
+ O.S·k 
2 n 2 n 2 n n 2 n 1 
k - h (C Du 
2 + E )/B l/>n + O.S'k = u + u = 3 n 3 n 3 n n 3 2 
k h (C Du 
2 + E )/B l/>n k = u + u = + 4 n 4 n 4 n n 4 3 
h = Time Step 
n = Present Increment 
n+l = Next Increment 
B, C, D, E as stated in Equation (3.25) 
When solving a differential equation · numerically it is necessary to have 
boundary conditions. The initial boundary conditions for the governing 
equation, Equation (3.26), are the block's initial position (If>) and angular 
velocity (~) at time t = 0. The program allows these values to be specified 
prior to solving the ODE. 
During the solution of the. differential equation a point is reached where the 
block starts to slide. Just prior to the onset of sliding the block's angular 
velocity equals the mill rotational velocity (Q = ~) 
m 
and its angular 
acceleration is zero ((j, = OL Until the point of sliding the Tangential 
Friction Force (Nt) is directly proportional to the Normal Reaction 
Force (N ). 
r 
Therefore the theoretical point of slipping can be obtained from: 














Substituting for N and N , in Equation (3.24), and using the conditions that 
t r I ll 
occur at the point of slipping, f(</>) = p and f(</>) = f(</>) = 0, yields 
1 
- • ·2 
J</>+K</>+L</>+M=O 
where J = p 
1 
K = 0 
2 




g {. Cos(</>) + µ Sin(</>)} 
But </> = Q and 4> = 0, therefore Equation (3.30) becomes 
m 





Equation (3.31) is solved using the solving routine on a Hewlett Packard 28S 
scientific calculator. The results obtained from the solution of this equation 
is defined as </> and is the angular position at which the block starts to 
slip 
slide for the given mill speed and given coefficient of friction. 
Various end conditions have to be imposed so that the numerical solution of 
the ODE can be terminated. For a block moving on a corrugated liner there are 
two possible end conditions. These are 
1. The block leaves the liner and follows a parabolic trajectory. 
2. The block becomes centrifuged to the liner. 
It is assumed that when N < 0 then the block has left the liner. When the 
r 
block has left the liner it will travel in a parabolic trajectory until it 
impacts on the liner. The initial velocity of the block when it leaves the 
liner is calculated from Equation (3. 9). The velocities of the block, at the 
start of the parabolic flight, in the x and y direction are 
(~ -
I 
- ~ f(/3) Sin(</>) v = Q ) f ( {3) Cos(</>) (3.32) x m 
(~ 
I 












Energy is transferred from the liner to the block via the frictional force. As 
the coefficient of friction is increased so the energy transfer between the 
liner and block increases. It is also evident that as the amplitude (ie 
height) of the liner is increased so will the energy transfer between the 
liner and block increase. The higher the blocks kinetic and potential energy 
the higher the block will travel up the liner prior to departure from the 
liner. The time taken for the block to reach the Point of Departure (POD) 
will depend on the coefficient of friction as well as the configuration of the 
liner. 
. 0 0 
The point of departure can occur anywhere between -90 and 90 . In the model 
developed by Nates<u the block could only leave the liner above the 
horizontal (</> > 0). In the model developed for a block on a corrugated liner 
a block can leave the liner prior to it reaching the horizontal (</> < 0). This 
is only possible if the magnitude of the relative velocity, between the block 
and the liner, is large enough (ie ~ « Q ). This will cause the block, on 
m 
reaching the peak between two troughs, to leave the liner. 
0 • 
A block is described as being centrifuged when </> ~ 90 and </> > 0. There are 
two types of centrifuging that can occur. The first is when a block slides 
relative to the liner. 
relative to the liner. 
When this occurs the block is actually slipping 
This type of centrifuging is known as Slipping 
Centrifuging. The other type of centrifuging is when the block travels at the 
same speed as the liner (i.e. ~ = Q ) and the block is known as being Totally 
m 
Centrifuged. This type of centrifuging occurs if the coefficient of friction 
and/or the speed of the mill are large. A block becomes totally centrifuged 












3.3.3 Computer Implementation of the Numerical Solution of the 
Governing Equations for a Block on a Corrugated Liner 
The Runge-Kutta type methods (of which the Euler Method is a special case)· are 
called single-step methods because they only use the information from the last 
step computed. In this way they have the ability to perform the next step 
with a different time step and are ideal for solving equations where only the 
initial conditions are known. The Fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used to 
solve the governing differential equation. 
(1) 
The program used is a modified version of the one used by Nates . The 
program is written in Fortran 77 and was implemented on a main frame computer. 
(1) 
This required that the program developed by Nates had to be transferred and 
a number of minor changes had to be made. These changes were necessitated due 
to there being slight differences between the main frame and PC based 
Fortran 77. The main frame was not able to support the graphics routines used 
by Natesm. The main frame did not have any equivalent graphics routines so 
it was decided that the graphical output of the block behaviour would be 
sacrificed in the interests of computational speed. 
simplified flow chart of the computer program. 
Figure 3.6. contains a 
The program can be divided into four main parts. These are: 
1. Input of Variables. 
2. Solution of Governing Equations. 
3. The Step-wise Solution of the Parabolic Flight. 
4. Output to the Data Files. 
At start of the program the user is given the opportunity to name the output 
data file. The facility to change the input variables (initial conditions) 
from within the program was included to enable the user to change the input 
variables easily. Once the data output file has been initialized then the 



















































The second part of the program is the section where the solution of the 
governing equations is solved. The block can move with the same velocity as 
the liner (~ = Q ) or if . the block is sliding relative to the liner 
m 
A flag is used to determine whether the block is sticking or 
sliding relative to liner. If the block is sticking to the liner then the 
governing equations used are simple rotational dynamics equations (Equations 
(3.20)-(3.23). A check is made following each time step to determine whether 
the block has started to slide. If it has started to slide then the flag is 
changed and the governing equations for a sliding block are solved. 
For both the non-sliding and sliding equations the values for the liner 
function and its derivatives has to be calculated. This was done in a 
separate subroutine, called "FUNCTION.FOR". The equations for the three liner 
configurations were defined in three separate files with differing file names. 
These file names were changed to "FUNCTION.FOR" for each liner configuration 
studied. The solution of the governing equations for the sliding of the block 
was also performed in a separate subroutine. Two checks are made at the end 
of each time step. These are to ascertain whether the block has centrifuged 
to the liner (</> :!::: 90 °) or if it has left the liner (N ~ 0). If the block has 
r 
left the liner then it is assumed that the block will follow a parabolic path. 
A flag is set when the block leaves the liner and the program branches into 
the fourth part of the program which performs the step-wise solution of the 
parabolic flight of the block. This is terminated when the block impacts on 
the liner after completion of its parabolic flight. 
The fifth part of the program writes the numerical results to file. These 
values, which are calculated after each time interval, are stored in an array 













3.3.4. Numerical Implementation of the Skorupa Liner Function 
• . (19) 
The lmer shape that was found by Skorupa to be the most wear resistant 
was modelled using a Fourier Series. The solution of the theoretical model 
produced results that did not correlate with results obtained from the other 
liner configurations modelled. This was substantiated when the experimental 
work for the Skorupa liner was performed. On investigation, it was found that 
the Fourier function modelled the liner satisfactorily but the first and 
second derivatives showed large deviation from the intended values. 
In Figure 3. 7 a comparison is made between the Fourier function and the series 
of straight lines used to define the Skorupa liner. These straight lines 
define the correct liner shape. There is a close correlation between the 
Fourier function and the straight lines. In Figure 3. 8 a comparison is made 
between the first derivatives. It can be seen that the first derivative of 
the Fourier function correlates closely to the first derivative of the 
straight lines. The first derivative of the Fourier function does however 
oscillate about the ideal value. The second derivatives of both the Fourier 
function and straight lines are compared in Figure 3. 9. It can be seen that 
the second derivative for the series of straight lines is equal to zero. The 
second derivative for the Fourier function oscillates between an approximate 
values of 40 and -40. The oscillation of the first and second derivatives 
leads to there being inconsistencies occurring in the calculation of the 
constants for the governing equation (Equation 3.25). 
There are two possible solutions available to solve this problem. The first 
was to use more Fourier terms to define the liner surface. The second was to 
use a series of straight lines. As it was not feasible to increase the number 
of Fourier terms, it was decided that straight lines would be used to define 
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Figure 3. 7: Comparison of Liner Fµnctions Describing 
the Skorupa Liner 
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the First Derivative of the Liner 
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Figui:-e 3. 9: Comparison of the Second Derivative of the Liner 
Functions Describing the Skorupa Liner 
The numerical solution of the governing equations for the CS liner showed that 
a block does not leave its initial trough prior to departure from the liner. 
A trough is defined as the section of liner· between two peaks or crests of a 
liner. Only one corrugation (from trough to trough) of the SK Liner was 
modelled. 
0 
The block's initial position is at </> = -90 and once it starts to 
slip its rotational velocity is always less than the mill rotational velocity 
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Figure 3.10: Section of Skorupa Liner Modelled 
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of the Section of the 













The liner profile is defined using the position of the block relative to the 
liner. The position of the block is defined using (3 (see Equation 3.3) and 
the liner function and its derivatives are calculated using the equations ' 
shown in Table 3.2; These equations require that (3 be given in radians. 










Skorupa Liner Section 
-112.5° ~ (3 ~ -107 
0 
' 
f ( (3) = 0.1925 
I 
f ( (3) = 0 
II 
f ( (3) = 0 I 
-107° ~ (3 ~ -103.5° 
f ( (3) = -0.21773 • (3 -0.21410 
I 
f ( (3) = -0.21773 
II 
f ( (3) = 0 
-103.5° ~ (3 ~ -99 
0 
f ( /3) = 0.1792 
I 
f ( /3) = 0 
II 
f ( (3) = 0 
0 0 
-99 ~ /3 ~ -91 
f ( (3) = 0.09524 • /3 + 0. 34379 
I 
f ( /3) = 0.09524 
II 
f ( (3 ) = 0 
0 0 
-91 ~ /3 ~ -90 
f ( (3) = 0. 1925 
I 
f ( /3) = 0 
II 
f ( /3) = 0 













THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MOTION OF A SPHERE 
ON A CORRUGATED LINER 
In the previous section the motion of a block was investigated. The block 
has only one degree of freedom namely its angular velocity (~). The sphere 
has however two degrees of freedom. These are its' angular velocity (~) and 
the rotation of the sphere [i.e. spin (w)] around its own axis. The spin of 
the particle is accounted for in this analysis. 
The two types of motion that can occur are pure rolling and a combination of 
rolling and sliding. These two types of motion are modelled but are not 
solved numerically. 
4.1 Derivation of the Equations of Motion for Pure Rolling of a 
Sphere on a Corrugated Liner 
The position vector used to describe the position of the sphere are shown in 
Figure 4.1. The position of the sphere can be defined in vector form as 





















The first and second derivatives with respect to time will then give the 
velocity and acceleration of the sphere. These are 
I • 
f(~) :r + ~ f(~) =~ (3.9) 
r_··(~) = r e + r~ e~ 
r -r 'I" -y 
(3.10) 
I •2( 11 ) II 2 11 where rr = ~ f(~) + ~ f(~) - rem - 2 Q ~ f(~) + Q f(~) m m 
r ~ = ~ f(~) + 2 ~2 fC~) -2 om ~ rC~) 
The forces that act on the sphere are shown in Figure 4.1. 
Normal Reaction Force R = -N n 
- r -
(3.12) 
Tangential Friction Force I= Nt ! (3.13) 
Weight Component VJ = - m g :2 


















The forces can then be equated using NeWton's Second Law (THE CONSERVATION OF 
MOMENTUM). The forces are equated in Equation (3.15)_. It is then possible to 
solve for Nr and Nt, the Normal Reaction Force (Nr) and the Tangential 
Friction Force (Nt). The equations derived are 
(3.19) 
and 
Nr = m a [rcf3) r </> - f(/3) r r] + m g a [fC/3) Cos(</>) - f((3) Sin(</>)] 
(3.20) 
These are the same as those obtained in the analysis of a block on a 
corrugated liner. 
If the sphere is allowed to spin, then by taking the moments about the 
centre of the particle, 
(4.1) 
The moment of inertia can be changed, depending on the shape of the particle 
used (i.e. the particle must still be able to roll, but could be a sphere or 
cylinder). For this investigation the moment of inertia is defined as that 
' 




Substituting Equation (3.19) into Equation (4.1) and assuming the particle to 
be a sphere yields 













It is required that the particle moves with Pure Rolling. This condition can 
be met by taking the sum of the moments about the point P (Figure 4.2), which 
gives . 
r(t) + w a ! = _om f(/3) ~1> (4.3) 
Substituting Equation (3.16) into Equation (4.3) and resolving tangentially to 
the liner (i.e. Dot equation (4.3) with !) yields 
w a ~ -7 ~ + 7 Q 
ex ex m 
(4.4) 
Differentiating Equation (4.4) with respect to time yields 
;,, a = - ~ if, + ~2{- " r(111 [rc111 + r(~iJ} + 
(4.5) 
By substituting Equation (4.5) foto Equation (4.2) it is possible to 
eliminate w. The derived equation is 
.. • • 2 




c = 7 ex nm fC/3) ( f(/3) + r'fo> ) 
7 I ( II ) D = - z ex f(/3) f({3) + f (/3) 
E = - ex Q! fC/3) ( f(/3) + fC/3) ) 












I - 52 -
When the conditions used by Nates111 are substituted into Equation (4.6), then 
the equations derived by Nates111 is obtained. This can be seen in 
Appendix E. 
4.2 Derivation of the Equations of- Motion for a Combination of 
Rolling and Sliding of a Sphere on a Corrugated Liner 
In Section 3 the possibility of the particle rolling was excluded. This led 
to the modelling of a block on a corrugated liner. In this section the 
possibility of rolling has been included. Here a sphere was modelled and Pure 
Rolling was assumed. The next step is to include the possibility of the 
sphere both Rolling and Sliding relative to the liner. 
reality start moving with Pure Rolling. 
The sphere would in 
Using the same derivation as for the sliding of a block (Section 3.3.1), the 
resulting equations for Nr and Nt are· 
Nt = m <X [fC/3) r + f(/3) r </>] + m g a [f(/3) Cos(</>) + fC(3) Sin(</>)] r 
(3.19) 
and 
N = m a [f C/3) r f(/3) rr] +mg a [fC/3) Cos(</>) - f(/3) Sin(</>)] r q 
(3.20) 
The spin of the sphere can be calculated by taking the moments about the 
centre of the· sphere. This yields an equation for the rotational speed of the 
sphere about the centre of the sphere. 
Assuming that the particle is a sphere, where I 
solve for w. 















" a = ~ u {[r C ~l r r + f(~) r if> J + g (rc~l Cos(ef>) + f ( ~l Sin(ef>)]} 
(4.2) 
As for sliding of a block , the assumption that Nt = 
combining Equations (3.19) and (3.20) yields 
.. • ·2 
B ~ + C ~ + D ~ + E = 0 
1 




can be made. Thus 
(4.7) 
c = - 2 '2 {r (~) [ f CM + µ f(~) l -f c~) [ f(~) - µ r(~i l} 
E = g { [ f(~) - µ rC~i l Cos(ef>) + [ f CM + µ f(~) l Sin(ef>) 
+ 0
2 r(13> [ r(13> + µ fC/3> ] 
Equation (4. 7) is the governing equation of motion for a sphere moving on a 
corrugated liner. The spin of the sphere, once it has started to slide, is 
determined using Equation (4.2). Equations (4.2) and (4.7) can be solved 
using a Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta method. A further stage in the overall 













DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS FROM THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE 
EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR A BLOCK ON A CORRUGATED LINER 
The computer analysis was performed to determine the effect various parameters 
had on the motion of a block on a corrugated liner. The parameters that were 
varied were the time step (h), the coefficient of friction (µ) and the speed 
of the mill (Q ). The coefficient of friction is restricted to values of 
m 
between 0 and 1. This is because in reality the value for µ cannot be greater 
than 1. The effect of the amplitude of the liner on the motion of the block 
was also investigated. The effect of the mass of the block on the block's 
motion was not investigated. This was because Nates [1] found that the mass 
of the block did not have any effect on the motion of a block. This can also 
be seen in the equations derived in Section 3. In the derivation the mass (m) 
parameter is eliminated during the derivation of the governing differential 
equation. 
The initial conditions for the numerical tests performed were as follows: 
0 
1. The block starting position was tf>(O) ::= -90 . The liner was so 
positioned that the block always started in a trough (i.e. the 
block always starts on a surface similar to that of a flat 
liner). The starting position of the block is shown in 
Figure 5.1. 
2. The blocks initial angular velocity equalled the rotational 
velocity of the mill (~(0) = Q ). 
m 
The first parameter that was varied was the time step (h). The objective of 
varying the time step is to .determine a time step which gave accurate results, 
yet did not increase the computational time significantly. The time step that 
was found to be the most suitable was ot=0.001 seconds. This value was chosen 
by varying the value of ot and observing the results obtained. 
The second independent variable parameter was the coefficient of friction. 
The difference between the static and kinetic coefficients of friction was 
assumed to be negligible. The values used for the coefficient of friction 



















Figure 5.1: Starting Position of the Block on a 
Corrugated Liner 
A study was done as to how the block's motion is affected by the amplitude of 
the cosine liner. The program was run for two different speed and two 
different coefficient of friction settings. The · coefficients of friction used 
were 0.5 and 1 whilst the mill speeds used were 35 rpm (503 of Davis' Critical 
Velocity) and 70rpm (1003 of Critical Velocity). The results obtained are 
shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2: Graph of Angle of Departure vs Amplitude 












The results obtained clearly showed that the liner configuration does have an 
influence on the Angle of Departure. The behaviour of the block for each 
liner configuration is also dependent on the coefficient of friction. For 
three of the cases studied the AOD increases with an increase in the amplitude 
of the liner. In one of the cases (N =1003 and µ=0.5) the AOD initially c 
decreases but starts to increase at a liner amplitude of approximately 0.005m. 
It is evident that the AOD for a liner of O.OOlm amplitude, where the mill 
speed equals 35 rpm (503 N ) and the coefficient of friction = 0.5, is not 
c 
consistent with the other results for the same mill speed and coefficient of 
friction. This can be ascribed to the block leaving its initial trough. The 
0 
angular distance from peak to trough, for the Cosine Liners, is 11.25 . For 
this particular case the difference between the AOD and the block's initial 
position is 32.3 °. For all the other liner amplitudes tested, for the given 
conditions, the block did not leave its initial trough. This can be seen in 
Figure 5.3a. In Figure 5.3b the point of departure of the block relative to 
its initial position is shown. It can be clearly seen that the block leaves 
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Figure 5.3a: Angular Displacement of a Block Relative 
to its Starting Position 
BIP :- Block Initial Position 




















Figure 5.3b: Position of Block Relative to 
its Starting Point 
Three liner configurations were studied as to how variations in mill speed 
(0 ) and friction (µ) affected the motion of the block. 
m 
configurations investigated are designated as follows: 
C3 - A Cosine Liner with a corrugation amplitude of 0.003m 
CS - A Cosine Liner with a corrugation amplitude of 0.008m 
SK - The Skorupa Liner developed from Skorupa' s PhD. Thesis 
The liher 
The coefficient of friction is varied from 0.2 to 1. The value for the 
rotational velocity of the mill is varied from 10 rpm to 80 rpm (14% to 114% 













An emphasis was made on the effect on the blocks ending conditions (i.e. its 
Point of Departure (POD)). The behaviour of the block prior to departure from 
the liner was also investigated. 
motion relative to the liner. 
This was done to investigate the block's 
It is evident in Figure 5.4 that for a C3 liner, as the coefficient of 
friction increases the Angle of Departure also increases. The behaviour of 
the block for a mill speed of 10 rpm (143 N ) does not follow the same pattern 
c 
as the other data plots. On investigating the motion of the block prior to 
its departure from the liner it became evident that the block would either 
stay in the trough it started in or it could slide over the peak and into the 
next trough. For a mill speed of 25 rpm (363 N ) and 
c 
µ = 0.2 the block 
travels out of its initial trough whilst for all the other values of friction 
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Figure 5.4: Graph of Angle of Departure vs the Coefficient 
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Path of Block Travelling on a C3. Liner. 
(µ = 0.4, Q = 10 rpm (N =147.)) 
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Figure 5.6: Path of Block Traveling on a C3 Liner. 
(µ = 0.8, 0 = 80 rpm (N =1147.)) 












In Figure 5.5 an example is shown where the block is moving relative to the 
liner and moves out of its original trough. The sequence of diagrams shows 
the block as it moves out of its original trough until it departs the liner. 
The fact that the block can leave the liner before it has reached the 
horizontal (</J ~ 0) can be attributed to the liner corrugations acting as a 
ramp. In other words the block will only leave the liner if the velocity of 
the block down the liner is large enough for the given liner configuration. 
In Figure 5.6 an example is shown where the block does not leave its initial 
• 0 
trough and the angle of departure is above the horizontal (</J :!!:O ). This can 
be attributed to the high coefficient of friction and high rotational velocity 
of the mill. 
Figure 5.7: Graph of Angle of Departure vs the Coefficient 
of Friction for a CS Liner 
In Figure 5. 7 the results for the Angle of Departure (AOD) for the CS liner 
are displayed. The block's AOD increases as the coefficient of friction (µ) 
and mill rotational velocity m ) increases. 
m 
initial trough for any of the cases studied. 
The block does not leave its 













fact that the magnitude of the liner amplitude does not allow the block to 
leave the initial trough. The block does come close to being centrifuged when 
it reaches 81.1°. The centrifuging velocity for the C8 liner is 95 rpm 
(135.73 N ). 
c 
In Figure 5. 7 it can be noted that the points of departure for 25 rpm (363 N ) 
c 
and 70 rpm (503 N ) coincide. 
c In Figure 5.8 the rotational velodties of the 
block at the POD are shown. Although the Points of Departure coincide it is 
noted that the angular velocity of the block, at the POD, does increase with 
an increase in the mill rotational velocity. This can be attributed to an 
increase in the block's kinetic energy as the mill rotational speed increases. 
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Figure 5.8: Graph of Rotational Velocity of the block 











The third liner modelled was the liner derived from Skorupa<19 >_ The close 
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Figure 5. 9: Comparison of SK and CS Liner 
Skorupa's Liner 
Cosine Liner 
In Figure 5.10 the Angles of Departure for the SK liner are shown. It must be 
noted that the AOD for initial conditions, 10 rpm (143 N ) and µ = 0.2, is not 
c 
included in Figure 5.10. ·This is because the block leaves its starting 
trough. As stated in Section 3.3.4, the SK liner has only been modelled for 
one corrugation. The block's angle of departure increases as the coefficient 
of friction (µ) and mill rotational velocity (Q) 
m 
increases. The block 
remains in its initial trough for all but one of the cases studied. 
In Figure 5.11 a comparison is made between the AOD' s of the SK Liner and the 
CS liner. In the comparison it can be seen that there is a good correlation 
between the results. For SO rpm (1143 N ) and µ = 1 the block on the SK liner 
c 
centrifuges to the liner whilst the block on the CS liner leaves the liner at 
0 
Sl.l . 
The next analysis investigated the effect the liner configuration had on the 
block's trajectory. An investigation is also conducted as to how the 
trajectory is affected by a change in the coefficient of friction (µ) and mill 
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Figure 5.10: Graph of AOD vs the Coefficient of 
Friction for SK Liner 
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In Figure 5.12 a comparison of the trajectories, at two different mill speeds 
(N = 86'7. and N = 114%), is made for the three different liner configurations 
c c 
used. These results are for a coefficient of friction of 0.8; For both mill 
speeds the trajectories of the SK and CS liners are close together. The block 
travelling on the C3 liner does not travel as far across the mill as the 
blocks travelling on the cs and SK liners. The reason for this is that the 
block travelling on the C3 liner has a lower rotational velocity than the 
other blocks at the POD. The lower rotational velocity, at the POD, is the 
result of the larger amount of slip that occurs between the block and liner on 
the C3 liner. The higher amplitude. of the corrugations on the CS and SK 
liners means that there is greater resistance to the blocks atte'mpt to slide 
down the liner. It is evident that CS and SK lines are inversed for 86'7. N 
and 114'7. N . The author has not made an attempt to explain this phenomenon. 
c 
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A Comparison of the AOD for varying Liner 
. Configurations 
The amount of slip prior to departure is also dependent on the mill velocity. 
This can be seen in Figure 5.13. For higher velocities (1143 N ) the AOD's 
c 
for· block are approximately the same. For a mill speed of 35 rpm (503 N ) the 
c 
blocks travelling on the CS and SK liners leave the liner at approximately the 
same point. The block travelling on the C3 liner leaves its initial trough 













5.1 DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
The motion of a block in a rotating cylinder is dependent on three variables. 
They are: the liner configuration, the coefficient of friction (µ) and the 
mill speed (Q ) . 
m 
The liner configuration is the variable that most affects the efficiency with 
which energy is transferred from the rotating mill shell to the mill charge. 
The inclusion of the liner · into a mill prevents the charge slipping and 
reduces the wear of the liners and grinding media. · It was found that for a 
given set of initial conditions that as the. amplitude of the Cosine liner 
increased so did the AOD. It is therefore reasonable to assume that as the 
liner amplitude increases that there is an increase in the efficiency of the 
energy transfer between the mill shell and the grinding media. It was noted 
that the rate of change of the AOD, with an increase in the liner amplitude, 
was also affected by the coefficient of· friction. The block left its initial 
trough for only one of the initial conditions tested. 
It is noted that with an increase in the coefficient of friction and mill 
speed the Angle of Departure of the block also increases. There is good 
correlation between the results for the AOD's of a block for the C8 and SK 
liner. An increase in the coefficient of friction leads to an increase in 
resistance to the blOck's sliding and this contributes to an increase in the . 
efficiency of the energy transfer between the mill shell and the grinding 
media. A change in the mill speed does not affect the efficiency of the 
energy transfer but contributes to a change in the block's behaviour. With an 
increase in the mill speed the amount of energy that is transferred from the 
mill shell to the grinding media also increases. 
By controlling these conditions (mill speed, coefficient of friction and liner 
configuration), the correct milling conditions can be achieved. These 
conditions are that enough slipping of the mill charge occurs to allow for the 
fine grinding of the coal. An incr.ease in the amount of slipping accelerates 













EXPERIMENTAL RATIONALE AND PROCEDURE 
The reason for performing experimental work was to ascertain whether the 
results obtained from the theoretical model were correct. This section is 
divided into three sections. The first section covers the reasons and aims of 
the experimental work. The second section will discuss the experimental 
apparatus used and the third section will describe how the experimental work 
was performed. 
6.1 Experimental Rationale 
An experimental investigation was performed so that a comparison of the 
theoretical predictions and experimental results could be made. The main 
difference to the formulation derived by Nates111 is that the new formulation 
includes the effect of the liner configuration on the particle's motion. 
The object of the experimental investigation was to determine the response of 
the block to differing environmental conditions. The conditions varied are: 
the speed of the mill (Q ) and the coefficient of friction (µ). Nates[ll 
m 
found that the mass of a particle has no influence on its motion. It was 
suspected that with the inclusion of a corrugated liner that the blocks motion 
would be affected by the block geometry. An investigation was performed to 
ascertain the effect of the block geometry. 
It is envisaged that the reaction of the block with specific reference to the 
sliding will be measured for initial conditions where the block is at the 
bottom of the mill [<f>(O) = -90°) and moving at the same angular velocity as 
the mill [if>(o) = Q ]. These conditions were chosen as they are the same 
m 
conditions that were modelled in the theoretical analysis. The conditions 
chosen also allowed various specific results to be ascertained. These are the 
angle of slip (</> ), Angle of Departure (AOD) and the onset of centrifuging. 
slip 
The path of the block once it has left the liner is assumed to be parabolic. 
Nat es reported that . various authors (3,4,7,11) have experimentally 
investigated particle trajectories. It was decided that no investigation into 












6.2 Experimental Apparatus 
The test rig to be used consists of an axially mounted mild steel drum. The 
drum has a diameter of 0. 405m and a depth of O. lm. As this investigation 
involves only one particle, and no liquid or coal charge, the test mill was 
left open at one end. This facilitates the easy observation of the particle's 
motion. 
Figure 6.1 contains a photograph of the experimental apparatus used. Clearly 
visible is the steel drum. The ~ hp electric motor. used to drive the steel 
4 
drum is partly obscured by the steel drum. The variac, an electrical speed 
control device, is seen on the left. The rotational speed of the shaft is 
measured using an optical switch in conjunction with a slotted disk and 
frequency counter. The disk has 60 slots cut in it and the displayed 
frequency is the shaft speed in RPM. The slotted disk is visible at the back 
of the shaft in Figure 6.1. 












The liners used in the test 
(Polyvinyl Chloride) plastic. The 
Computer Numerically Controlled 
configuration were made. These were 
rig were manufactured 
author manufactured the 
( CNC) milling machine. 
1. A liner with a shape of a Cosine function 
out of PVC 
liners using a 
Two liner 
2. A liner derived from one of the liners used by Skorupa1191 
The liner is divided into quadrants so as to simplify the manufacturing 
process as well as the installation. Figure 6.2 contains a photograph of a 
quadrant from each liner. The holes that are visible in each liner quadrant 
were made during the manufacturing process. The two larger holes were used to 
fasten the ·PVC blank to the milling machine whilst the two smaller holes, 
found between the larger holes, were used to locate the PVC blank. 
A polystyrene backdrop, see Figure 6.3, was made so that the angular position 
of the block could be easily observed. To allow the block's AOD to be easily 
0 • 
measured the backdrop is marked in 5 interv ls. The notation used on the 
backdrop is in accordance with the notation used in the theoretical 
discussion. Included in the backdrop were areas where test information could 
be displayed. A position for the frequency counter was also included. 
In the theory for a block on a corrugated liner the assumption is made that 
there is no rotation of th  particle. This condition was modelled using a 
block of steel. This prohibits the particle from rolling. 
The two sets of blocks used in experimental tests had different masses and 
dimensions. These physical dimensions can be seen in Table 6.1. The 
difference in size between the two sets of blocks can be ascribed to a layer 
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Block Mass (g) Dimensions (mm) 
BSP 28.3 16x16x16 
SSP 7.4 lOxlOxlO 
BCP 30.2 17x17x17 
SCP 6.3 llxllxll 
Table 6.1: Tabulation of the Physical Dimensions of the Blocks 
The coefficient of friction between the blocks and liner was varied by 
covering one set of blocks with cloth. The blocks used in the experimental 
tests are designated as follows: 
BSP ·- Large Block with Steel-PVC liner interface 
SSP ·- Small Block with Steel-PVC liner ·interface 
BCP ·- Large Block with Cloth-PVC liner interface 
SCP ·- Small Block with Cloth-PVC liner interface 
A video camera and recorder were used to capture the block's motion. The 
position of the video camera relative to the test rig can be seen in 
Figure 6.3. A video camera was used instead of a high speed camera because a 
video camera allows for almost instant replay and allows for the immediate 












Figure 6.3: Layout of Experimental Equipment 
6.3 Experimental Procedure 
The experimental procedur  was divided into three sections. The initial 
experimental work that had to be performed was to determine the coefficients 
of friction between the blocks and the PVC liner. The second and third 
sections involved the experimental tests on the Cosine and Skorupa liners 
respectively. 
The investigation used the initial conditions described in Section 6.1 and 
evaluated the block's response when each of the chosen independent physical 
parameters was altered. 
the block geometry. 
The three conditi.ons that were altered were Q , µ and 
m 
Batches of tests were run for each of the two liner configurations. In 
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No tests were performed with the small cloth covered block for the Skorupa 
liner. This was because it was found that for the two steel blocks that the 
geometry of the block did not adversely affect the motion of the block on the 
liner. 
For each liner configuration the motion of the block was evaluated artd the 
following experimental results were obtained from the video recording of the 
tests. 
1. The measurement of the Coefficients of Friction for each surface, 
2. The determination of the Angle of Departure for each surface, 
3. The determination of the Angle of Slip and 
4. The centrifuge speed of the test mill. 
The angle of slip (</> ) and the angle of departure (AOD) of each block was 
slip 
analysed using the recorded video. Figure 6.4 contains a photograph of a 
sample frame taken from the video recording. The liner shown is the Cosine 
liner with an amplitude of 0. 003m. 
0 
The mark visible at -100 was used as a 
reference point. The angle of slip (</> ) is determined by observing the 
slip 
relative motion between the block and the mark on the drum. When the block 
starts to leaves the liner below the horizontal it begins to tumble. The 
angle at which the block starts to tumble is assumed to be the angle of 
departure. 
0 
When the block leaves. the liner above the horizontal (0 ), it is 
possible to see a gap opening between the liner and the block The angle at 
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 
This section is divided into two main sections. Each of these sections 
presents the relevant experimental data for the two liner configurations 
tested. These experimental results will then be compared with the results 
obtained from the theor.etical predictions. For all the results the mill speed 





7.1. Determination of the Coefficient of Friction for each Liner 
Configuration and Liner Block Interface. 
7 .I.I Determination of the Coefficient of Friction the C3 Liner. 
As stated in Section 6.2 the coefficient of friction was varied by covering 
the blocks with cloth. It was necessary to ·determine the coefficient of 
friction, between the block and PVC liner, so that a comparison can be made 
between the experimental and theoretical predictions. 
From Equation 3.25 an expression can be derived to calculate the coefficient 
of friction. By defining . 
I II 
~ = ¢ = f (/3) = f(/3) = 0 
and 
f(/3) = p 
then Equation 3. 25 reduces to 
µ = Cot (</>} (6.1) 
If </> < 0 then µ = - Cot (</>) (6.2) 
The evaluation of the coefficients of friction were done by placing the block 












slowly until the block started to slide. 
then be calculated using Equation 6.2. 
The coefficient of friction could 
For each liner-block configuration ten observations of the Angle of Slip were 
made. The mean of the Angle of Slip was then calculated and a Student or "T" 
test was used to statistically determine a 903 Confidence Interval. 




Uncertainty Range ( 0) Uncertainty in Angle µ 
0 0 0 
µ 
BSP -71.4 0.337 -74.90 -7 -67.90 0.270 -7 0.406 (±203) 
SSP -69.9 
0 







-73.82 -7 -65.98 
0 





0.512 -7 0.613 (±93) -58.50 
0.573 
0 0 
-7 0. 605 ( ±63) -61. 59 -7 -58.81 0.541 
Tabulation of the Coefficient of Friction for the 
C3 Liner. 
The values, for the coefficient of friction, that will be used in the 
theoretical predictions will be restricted to within uncertainty limits shown 
in Table 7 .1. 
This is because small uncertainty in </> will lead to a large uncertainty in 
slip 
the coefficient of friction. This is due to the nature of the Cotan function 
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7 .1.2 Determination of the Coefficient of Friction for SK Liner 
The evaluation of the coefficients of friction for the SK liner was 
ascertained using the same method used for the C3 liner. These results are 
presented in Table 7. 2. 
Block 
Mean Mean 
Uncertainty Range ( 0 ) Uncertainty in Angle µ 
µ 
0 0 0 





-70.40 7 -58.41 
0 
( ±103) 0 . 356 7 0 . 615 ( ±2 7 3) 




-62.39 7 -57.18 (±53) 0. 523 7 0. 645 ( ±103) 
Table 7.2: Tabulation of the Coefficient of Friction for the 
SK Liner 
The values, for the coefficient of friction, that will be used in the 
theoretical predictions will be restricted to within uncertainty limits shown 
in Table 7. 2. 
7.2 Experimental Results for the C3 Liner 
7.2.2 Angle of Departure of a Block on a C3 Liner 
It was possible to determine when the block left the liner by observing the 
blocks motion. If the block leaves the liner prior to reaching the horizontal 
(</> < 0) it does not have a pronounced flight path and only leaves the liner 
for a short period of time. When the block comes back into contact with the 
liner it starts to tumble. This phenomenon was used to establish the Point of 
Departure of the block when the filmed results were examined. If however the 
block left the liner above the horizontal then the Point of Departure was 
easily visible. This was due to the fact that a clear separation between the 












Tests were performed to determine the Angle of Departure (AOD) of the block 
for two surfaces and two different block geometries. It was decided that an 
investigation should be performed to determine whether the motion of the block 
was affected by its geometry. This is because the liner is of such a shape 
that for large amplitudes the block's edges could be in contact with the liner 
and not the block surface. This would in turn interfere with the motion of 
the block. The first aim of the experimentation is thus to determine whether 
the blocks motion is affected by its geometry. 
The experimental data is listed in Appendix E. Each data sample was analysed 
statistically using a Student distribution with a 903 confidence level. In 
Appendix E the number of data points (N) and the mean of each data sample are 
listed. The upper and lower confidence levels and the theoretical predictions 
are also listed. 
Figure 7.1 contains a plot of the AOD versus the Mill Speed. Two sets of data 
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Graph of Angle of Departure versus Mill Speed for four 












It is evident from Figure 7.1 that there is good correlation between the AOD 
of the large and small blocks. For the steel blocks the greatest difference 
0 
between the AOD of the large and small blocks is 9 . The greatest difference 
in the AOD of the large and small cloth covered blocks is 3 °. 
A subjective inspection of the steel blocks was performed and the author noted 
that there was a slight difference in the surface finish of the blocks. This 
did not occur on the cloth covered blocks because the blocks were covered in 
the same type of material. Even though there are these discrepancies in the 
coefficients of friction there is still good correlation of the angles of 
departure between the large and small blocks. 
Therefore it is reasonable to assume that blocks of varying geometry exhibit a 
similar response on a liner-block interface with a constant coefficient of 
friction. It is also evident that the theoretical prediction that the block's 
motion is independent of its mass is confirmed. For the C3 liner tested, a 
change in the geometry of the block does not affect the block's motion. It is 
thought however that if the amplitude of the liner increases to such an extent 
that the block size is out of proportion to the distance between corrugation 
peaks then the size of the block will influence the block's motion. The 
motion of the block will also be governed by the liner configuration used. If 
the liner being used has sharp corners or sudden changes in slope then the 
larger block will have a greate  tendency to topple. 
The second series of tests were performed to examine the change in the Angle 
of Departure (AOD) as the mill speed (Q ) and the coefficient of friction (µ) 
m 
were varied. In Figure 7.2 the results for the two liner-block interfaces are 
plotted. For each interface the mean value for the experimentally determined 
AOD' s are plotted. The confidence intervals as determined from the Student 
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% Mill Critical Speed (100% = 70 rpm) 
Graph of Angle of Departure versus Mill Speed for a large 
block, showing a 90% Confidence range for the C3 Liner 
The difference in the upper and lower confidence levels is never greater than 
7. 8 °. The 90% confidence range indicates that if the experiments were 
repeated, under the same conditions, that nine out of ten times similar 
results should be obtained. 
and higher mill speeds. 
At the lower mill speeds 
The confidence interval is larger at the lower 
(36% -+ 50% N ) it is difficult to determine 
c 
accurately the Point of Departure (POD) of the block. The POD could only be 
determined once the block had left the liner and had started to tumble. A 
problem detecting the POD at high mill speeds (86% -+ 114% N ) was also 
c 
encountered. At high mill speeds the recorded image of the corrugated liner 
becomes "blurred" and the point where the block leaves the liner is difficult 
to detect. This problem was partially overcome by painting the observed face 












A comparison of the experimental results and theoretical predictions are 
compared in Figure 7.3. The experimental results are the mean values shown in 
Appendix E. The theoretical values are obtained from the numerical solution 
of the governing equations shown in Section 3.3.1. The experimentally 
determined coefficients of friction are used for the calculation of the 
theoretical predictions. These theoretical predictions are then compared to 
the results obtained from the experimental work. For each case the top and 
bottom curves correspond to the upper and lower limits of the theoretical AOD 
which was determined using the experimentally determined coefficients of 
friction. 
It is evident, from Figure 7.3, that the experimentally determined AOD's fall 
within or close to the theoretically predicted range of AOD's. Therefore it 
is reasonable to assume that the theoretical model developed for the C3 liner 
does satisfactorily predict the point of departure of the block from the 
liner. It is not known whether this . holds true for any corrugated liner that 
is modelled. Additional experimental work has been performed to determine if 
the theoretical model does satisfactorily predict the AOD for different liner 
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Figure 7.3 Graph of Angle of Departure versus Mill Speed 












7 .2.3 Angle of Slip of a Single Block on a C3 Liner 
If a block is placed in a mill and its initial conditions are: 
1. Initial rotational speed of the block equals the mill speed (Q = ~). 
m 
2. initial position is at the bottom of the mill (tf> = -90 °) 
-
then it will continue to move with the same speed as the mill until the 
limiting friction has been exceeded (Nt ::::: µ Nr). 'The point where sliding 
starts to occur can be calculated theoretically using Equation (3.31) and is 
known as th~ Angle of Slip (</> ). 
sllp 
In Figures 7.4 and 7.5 the theoretical and experimental results for the BSP 
and BCP blocks are compared. The theoretical predictions are displayed as the 
upper and lower confidence interval. This interval was calculated using the 
coefficients of friction obtained from the experimental procedure. The 
experimental results are represented by the 903 confidence interval derived 
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Although the confidence intervals of the experimental results and theoretical 
predictions overlap for the BSP blocks, the correlation between the results is 
not good. The mean of the experimental values of </> for the BSP blocks is 
sllp 
on average 53 higher than the theoretical values for. The confidence 
intervals of the experimental results and theoretical predictions for the BCP 
blocks only overlap for N = 863. 
c 
For the BCP blocks the mean of the 
experimental results is 93 higher than the mean of the theoretical 
predictions. It is noticeable that the confidence intervals for the 
experimental results lie above the theoretical predictions. 
In both Figures 7.4 and 7.5 it can be seen that the experimental range lies 
above the theoretical prediction. This can be ascribed to the fact that in 
the experimental investigation it is difficult to ascertain at which point the 
block has started to slip relative to the liner. The onset of slip can only 
• 0 













It is evident that the angle of slip increases with an increase in mill speed 
as well as with an increase in the coefficient of friction. 
7.3 Experimental Results for the SK Liner. 
The experimental investigation performed on the SK liner was restricted to the 
determination of the Angle of Departure of the block from the liner. No 
attempt was made to determine the Angle of Slip (</> ) for the SK liner. The 
Slip I H 
block does not move relative to the liner and therefore f((3), f((3) and f((3) 
does not change. Therefore prior to the block sliding the block is not 
influenced by the liner configuration. 
7.3.1. Angle of Departure of a Block on a SK Liner. 
The point of departure of the block from the SK liner was determined in the 
same manner as that for the C3 liner. Tests were performed to determine the 
angle of departure of the block on two different surfaces. An investigation 
of the effect of the block geometry on the motion of the block was not 
performed. It was intended that the effect of the block geometry would be 
studied for the BSP and SSP blocks. After the tests were performed it was 
found that the values of coefficients of friction between the blocks and the 
liner were not similar. On closer investigation of the two blocks it was 
found that the blocks did not have a similar surface finish. The author is of 
the opinion that this is what contributed to the different coefficients of 
friction. 
A comparison of the experimental results and theoretical prediction for the 
three blocks tested are shown in Figures 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8. The experimental 
values are the mean values shown in Appendix F. The theoretical values are 
obtained from the numerical solution of the governing equations. For each 
case the top and bottom curves correspond to the upper and lower limits of the 
theoretical AOD' s. The theoretical AOD was calculated using the 
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Figure 7.8: Graph of Angle of Departure vs Mill Speed for 
the BCP block for SK liner 
It is evident from Figures "J.6, 7.7 and 7.8 that there is good correlation 
between the experimentally obtained AOD' s and the theoretically predicted 
AOD's. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the model developed for the 
SK liner does satisfactorily predict the POD of the block from the liner. The 
comparison of experimental results and theoretical predictions for two 
different liner configurations confirms that the theoretical model does 
satisfactory predict the motion of a block on a corrugated liner. The 
experimental and theoretical results for both the C3 and SK liners correlate 
and it is therefore reasonable to assume that the theoretical model will 















8.l. Discussion of Theoretical and Experimental Results 
The main objective of this thesis was to develop a theoretical model that 
describes the motion of a particle on a corrugated liner on the inside of a 
rotating cylinder. The model accounted for the coefficient of friction and 
mill speed. Models for the motion of a block and sphere were developed. 
The model derived for the motion of a block on a corrugated liner reduces to 
the formulation derived by Nates(l) if it is assumed that f((3) = p (ie the 
amplitude of the Cosine liner is equal to zero). The governing equations for 
the block on a corrugated liner were numerically solved using the Fourth-Order 
Runge-Kutta method. No attempt was made to solve the governing equations for 
a sphere on a corrugated liner. 
The motion of the block is dependent on the liner configuration, the 
coefficient of friction (µ) and the mill speed (Q ). The amplitude of the 
m 
liner has a direct influence on the Angle of Departure (AOD) of the block. 
The increase in the AOD as the liner amplitude increases in also dependent on 
the coefficient of friction and the mill speed. The liner amplitude, mill 
speed and coefficient of . friction also governs whether the block will remain 
in its initial trough or whether it will slide over a corrugation peak and 
slide into the next trough. Of the three liner configurations tested (C3, C8 
and SK) the block left its initial trough only for a low coefficient of 
friction (µ = 0.2) and low ·mm speed (10 rpm, N = 147.). 
c 
For all three liner configurations tested the AOD increases with an increase 
in the coefficient of friction and mill speed. The increase in the 
coefficient of friction increases the efficiency with which energy is 
transferred from the mill shell· to the mill charge. The increase in mill 
speed increases the amount of energy available and therefore increases the AOD 
of the block. 
An experimental · investigation of the motion of a block on a corrugated liner 












experimental AOD's, for both the C3 and SK liners, correlated well with tfie 
theoretically predicted AOD's. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the 
theoretical model derived for the prediction of the behaviour of a block on a 
corrugated liner is valid. 
If the experimental and theoretical Angles of Slip for the C3 liner are 
compared it is evident that the experimental results are, on average, 557. 
higher than the theoretically predicted Angles of Slip. From this obse'rvation 
it can be stated that the procedure used to predict the Angle· of Slip was not 
adequate. The exact point . where the block starts to slip is not easily 
observable. The onset of slip is only observed once the block has moved 
approximately 2.5° relative to its starting position. It was evident from the 
experimental investigation that as the Angle of Slip increases that there is 
an increase in the Angel of Departure of the block. 
8.2- Comparison of Theoretical Results for a Block on a Corrugated 
Liner to Theoretical Results for a Block on a Flat Liner 
A comparison between the results obtained for this thesis and the results 
obtained by Natesm reveal that a for low mill speeds and coefficients of 
friction the block, modelled by Nates, will rise up the side of the rotating 
cylinder until it starts to slide. It continues to ris.e up the liner with a 
positive angular velocity until the angular velocity (~) is equal to zero. 
The block then starts to slide down the liner with a· negative angular velocity 
(~) until a point is reached where the ~ is again equal to zero. Once this 
point is reached the block starts to accelerate up the rotating cylinder wall. 
This process is repeated until the block either rises above the 0 ° or reaches 
a steady state where the block does not rise any higher up the liner. 
With the model for a block on a corrugated liner the block does start to slide 
down the liner but the. block always has a positive angular velocity (ie The 
block will always travel in the same direction as the liner). This phenomenon 
occurs for all AOD' s where the block leaves the liner below 0 °. The block 
can leave the liner below 0 ° because the difference between the mill 
rotational speed and the block's angular velocity is great enough to allow the 












The phenomena mentioned above can be seen in Figure 8.1. A comparison is made 
between the AOD's of a block on a flat liner and that of a block on a C3 and 
SK liner. The difference in the AOD for the block on a flat liner and the 
blocks on the corrugated liner is ascribed to the fact that the blocks on the 
corrugated liner does not oscillate but leaves the liner as soon as it travels 
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of Theoretical Results for Blocks 
on a Flat and Corrugated Liners (µ = 0.2) 
The block travelling on a flat liner only oscillates at low coefficient of 
frictions and low speeds. If a comparison is made between the AOD's for a 
block on a flat and corrugated liner it can be seen (Figure 8. 2) that there is 
no great difference in the AOD for the varying liner surfaces. This can be 
ascribed to the fact that at higher speeds the block on a flat liner has a 
lesser tendency to slip prior to departure from the flat liner. 
The comparison of the AOD's for a block on a flat and corrugated liner, where 
the AOD is greater than 0 ° is also affected by the inclusion of the corrugated 
liner. The difference between the blocks initial point on the flat liner and 
the point of departure is approximately 35 ° whilst the distance between these 
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Figure 8.2: Comparison of Theoretical Results for Blocks 
on a Flat and Corrugated Liners (µ = 1.0) 
The inclusion of the corrugated liner into the model for a block on a liner 
decreases the amount of slip that occurs between the block and the rotating 
liner of the tube mill. 
8.3. ·Possible Extensions to Current Work 
The models derived were for a block and a sphere on a corrugated liner. Of 
these two models only the model for a block was numerically solved. The next 
logical step would be to numerically solve the model for a sphere on a 
corrugated liner. 
Once the motion of a single particle is fully understood it will be possible 
to extend the models to include more than one particle. The increase in the 
number of particles being modelled will also increase the complexity of the 
models. The governing equations of motion for the multiple particle model 
will have to. be solved simultaneously because the partieles interact with each 
other as well as with the liner. The numerical method used to solve the 
differential equations in this thesis is the Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta method. 













improve the numerical method used to solve the governing equations. An 
improvement will be to use a Predictor-Corrector method to solve the governing 
equations. 
As stated above, an increase in the number of particles being modelled 
increases the complexity of the model. A possible solution would be to 
investigate the motion of the mill charge as a whole and not by concentrating 
on one particle. One option is to investigate the charge motion using 
particle or fluid dynamics. The use of one of these methods would facilitate 
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Derivation of the Fourier Series for Liner 
Shape taken from Skorupa's Thesis 
This liner was chosen to be modelled because, in industrial trials, it was 
found to be the most wear resistant of the liners tested. The Fourier Series 
for the liner was derived using a mathematics package. The constants derived 
are substituted into Equation (2.1). The constants derived are listed below. 
N 
f(/3) = p + l (c Cos(<: (3) + d Sin(<: {3)) (2.1) n n n n 
n=l 
c d <n n n 
0 1.2261E-2 0.0 0 
1 -7.1332E-3 -2.5126E-3 16 
2 1.1469E-3 -4.0280E-4 32 
3 1. 7112E-4 l.0595E-3 48 
4 -7.6730E-4 4.4830E-5 64 
5 2.6712E-4 -1.6030E-4 80 
6 4.1814E-5 1.4361E-4 96 
7 5.9564E-5 1.4707E-4 112 
8 -2.0695E-5 9.7892E-5 128 
9 -4.2596E-5 -1.2739E-4 144 
10 2.0695E-4 0.0 156 
11 -4.2596E-5 1.2739E-4 172 
12 -2.0695E-5 -9.7892E-5 188 
13 5.9564E-5 -1.4707E-4 204 
The first and second derivatives of equation (2.1) are given below. 
N 



















Derivation of Tangent and Normal Vectors. 
The vectors n and t are the normal and tangent unit vectors to the liner 
surface. The vector t ·can be derived by taking the derivative of r{<J>) with 
respect to s, where s is the distance measured along the surf ace. 
then 
where 
dr d~ d<f> 
t = - = 
ds d</> ds 
t = a { f Cf3) :r + f(f3) :</> } 
1 
a = ( fc131 2+ rc1312)-2 
(Bl) 
It is then possible to derive the equation for the vector n. This is possible 
because n and t are perpendicular to each other and n. t = 0. Thus 













Derivation of the Equations of Motion for a Sphere, as 
used by Nates, from Equations in Section 2.3 
One of the special conditions for the formulation of a block on a corrugated 
liner is that the liner could- be flat. The formulation, used in Section 2. 3 
should simplify to the formulation derived by Nates. 
When modeling a flat liner Equation (3.1) becomes 
f((3) = p (Cl) 
Where p = constant 
Thus 
I II 
f((3) = f((3) = 0 
Substituting these values into Equations (3.19) and (3.20) the following 
equations are derived for the Normal Reaction Force and the Tangential 
Friction Force. 
N = m p ~2- m g Sin(</>) 
r 




These are the same as the equations derived by Nates [l]. By substituting 
f((3) = 0 into Equation (3.25) then the equations of motion for a block on 
a flat liner can be derived. 
2 
B = p 
c = 0 
2 
D = - µ p 












Therefore Equation (3.25) becomes 
(C4) 
This is the same as the. equation derived by Nates for a block sliding on 













Solution of the Equations of Motion of a 
a Block on a Corrugated Liner using an 
Euler Forward Step Approximation. 
The decomposition of the one Second Order Differential Equation [Equation 
(2.25)) into two first order equations can be done as follows: 
•• • • 2 
B </> + C </> + D </> + E = 0 (2.25) 
. 
Let 4> = 0 (D.1) 
. 
0 = ~ (D.2) 
Substituting Equation (D.2) into Equation (2.25) yields 
(D.3) 
Equations (D.1) and (D.3) make up a system of first order differential 
equations that can be solved simultaneously. 
The general Runge-Kutta method is of the form 
t ) = +h cxk 
YJ+l YJ Ct l l 
where k are computed recursively according to 
l 
k = f(x ,y) 
1 J J 
and for i = 2, ... ,t 
k = f [x + h µ , y + h ( 1 f \. k ) ] 
















In (D.4), (D.5) and (D.6) <X, µ and i\ are parameters to be chosaen to make 
· I l Im 
the method as accurate as possible. The integer t in (D.4) is the number of 
stages in the method. For the Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta Method t = 4 
k = f(x ,y ) (D.7a) 
1 j j 
k f(x 1 + .!. h k) CD.7b) = + - h yj 2 j 2 , 2 1 
k f(x 
1 1 k ) CD.7c) = + - h yj + - h 3 j 2 , 2 2 
k = f(x + h, y + h k ) (D. 7d) 
4 j j 3 
h 
k + 2 k + 2 k + k ) CD. 7e) YJ+l = YJ + -6 1 2 3 4 
Equations (D. 7a)-(D. 7e) are the governing equations for the Fourth-Order 
Runge-Kutta Method and applied to Equation 3.25 yields 
</> = </> + h 
n+l n </> n+l 
(3.26) 
</> = </>n n+l + h ?> n+l (3.27) 
. ?> = (k + 2 k + 2 k + k )/6 
n+l 1 2 3 4 
(3.28) 
Where k = - h (C u +Du 2 + E >IB </>n u = 1 n 1 n 1 n n 1 
k = - h (C u + D u2 + E )/B u = </>n + 0.5·k 2 n 2 n 2 n n 2 1 
k - h (C Du 
2 + E )IB </> + 0.5 k = u + u = 3 n 3 n 3 n n 3 n 2 
k - h (C Du 
2 + E )/B </>n + k = u + u = 4 n 4 n 4 n n 4 3 
h = Time Step 
n = Present Increment 
n+l = Next Increment 













LISTING OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS 
FOR THE C3 LINER 
Q 
(3 
List of Results of the Angle of Departure for 
a Large Steel Block 
Theoretical Predictions Ex per imenta 1 Results 
Uncert ianty in µ 903 Confidence Level 
m 
N) 
c µ = 0.270 µ = 0. 406 N Mean Lower Upper 
.o 0 0 0 
36 -S4.3 -41. s 10 -S9. 4 -63.0 -SS.8 
0 0 0 0 
so -41.2 -33.S 8 -3S. 0 -37.0 -33.0 
0 0 0 0 
64 -34.1 -2S.4 10 -31. 3 -33. 1 -29.S 
-23.2 
0 0 0 0 
86 -12.2 10 - 1s.0 -17.S -12.S 
0 0 0 0 
11 4 -7. 1 9.0 10 8.6 7.S 9.7 
Q 
(3 
List of Results of the Angle of Departure for 
a Small Steel Block 
Theoret i ca 1 Predict i ans Ex per imenta 1 Results 
Uncertainty in µ 903 Confidence Level 
m 
N ) 0.290 0.446 N Mean Lower Upper c µ = µ= 
-S3.'2° -39.S
0 0 0 
36 9 -S8. 4 -62.7 -S4.l 
0 
-31.4° so -40.0 9 -34. 9 
0 . 0 
-38.9 -30.9 
0 
64 -32.8 -23.0 
0 





0 . 0 





0 0 0 
11 4 -4.6 13.8 
0 
























List of Results of the Angle of Departure for 
a Large Cloth Covered Block 
Theoret i ca 1 Predictions Ex per imenta 1 Results 
Uncertainty in µ 903 Confidence Level m 
N ) 





36 10 -39. 7 -43.2 -36.2 
0 0 0 0 so -28.0 -23.3 10 -21. 4 -26.2 -16.S 
0 0 0 0 
64 -19.3 -14.0 10 - 14. 2 -lS.S -12.9 
0 0 0 0 
86 -4.S 2.0 10 2.S o.s 4.S 






114 21. 0 32.0 10 34. 0 30.8 37.2 
List of Results of the Angle of Departure for 
a Small Cloth Covered Block 
Theoret i ca 1 Predictions Ex per imenta 1 Results 
Q Uncertainty in µ 9 0 7. Con f i den c e Level 
m 
( 7. N ) 
µ = O.S41 0.60S N Mean Lower Upper c µ = 
0 0 0 0 
36 -3S.1 -32.3 8 -3S.3 -37.9 -32.6 
0 0 0 0 so -26.7 -23.7 10 -22. 4 -27.1 -17.7 
0 0 0 0 
64 -17.7 -14.S 10 -12. 0 -14.4 -9.6 
0 0 





0 0 0 0 

















List of Results of the Angle of Slip for a 
Large Steel Block 
Theoret i ca 1 Predictions Experimental Results 
Q Uncertainty in µ 903 Confidence Level m 
(3 N) 
0.270 0.406 N Lower Mean Upper c µ= µ = 
36 
0 0 0 0 
-73.0 -65. 1 6 -69.9 -67.8 -65.9 




-61.9 -58. 7 -55.5 
0 0 . 0 0 










114 -38.0 0 
List of Results of the Angle of Slip for a Large 
Cloth Covered Block 
Theoret i ca 1 Predict ions Experimental Results 
Q Uncertainty in·µ 903 Confidence Level 
m 
(3 N) 
c µ = 0.512 µ = 0.613 N Lower Mean Upper 








0 0 0 0 0 
50 -56.2 -50.9 5 -52.7 -49. 8 -46.8 
0 0 0 0 0 
64 -51. 9 -45.8 6 -45.2 -39. 8 -34.4 
86 -43.0 
0 0 


























LISTING OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS 
FOR THE SKORUPA LINER 
List of Results of the Angle of Departure for 
the Large Steel Block 
Theoret i ca 1 Predictions Experimental Results 
Q Uncertainty in µ 90% Confidence Level m 
( 7. N) 
0.273 0.469 N Lower Mean Upper c µ = µ = 














50 -34.1 -22.1 
0 













6 -21.6° -17.0° -12.4 
114 -2.2 
0 





List of Results of the Angle of Departure for 
the Small Steel Block 
Theoretical Predictions Experimental Results 
Q Uncertainty in µ 903 Confidence Level 
m 
(% N ) 











































































List of Results of the Angle of Departure for 
a Large Block with a Cloth Lining 
Theoret i ca 1 Predictions Experimental Results 
Uncertainty in µ 90% Confidence Level 
m 
N ) 
0. 523 0.645 N Lower Mean Upper c µ = µ= 
0 0 0 0 
14 -31. 4 -26.2 6 -32.7 -29. 4 -26. 1 
0 0 0 0 
36 -21.4 -15.0 7 -22.8 -19. 6 -16.4 
0 0 0 0 so -19.2 -12.7 11 -17.4 -14.6 -11. 9 
0 0 0 0 




86 2.0 8.2 8 8.9 11. 1 
0 0 0 0 



















LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM USED FOR THE SOLUTION OF 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF A BLOCK ON A CORRUGATED LINER 
This appendix contains a listing of the computer program that was used to 
solve the governing equations of motion of block sliding on a corrugated 
liner. This program is a modified version of the PC based program developed 
(!] 
by Nates and is written in Fortran 77. The incorporation of the effect of 
the corrugated liner increased the computational time required to solve the 
governing equations. It was decided that the program developed by Nates would 
be transferred to the main frame computer at UCT. Minor modifications had to 













c program BALLS 
C*************************************************************************** 
c Purpose: The Controlling Routine for the BALLS program 
c Developer: M.Nates ($eptember 1989) 
c Modified by: K. von Bentheim (June 1991) 
c Language: Fortran 77 (Vax Fortran) 








c--- Display program title page 















call BALLFILE(markprl,markpr2, markpr3, anim) 
call BALLINPU 
call BALL VARA 
write(*,*) 













c--- Close all animation workstations if required 
c if(anim.eq.l)then 









Writing the Results to the required Output Files' 
Please Wait' 









c--- Possibilty of re-running program from within itself 
write(*,*) 
write(*,*)' Do you wish to re-run the package?' 
75 format(' Y or N ') 
write(*,75) 
call YESNO(dum) 
if(dummy.eq. 'Y' .or.dummy.eq. 'y' )then 
write(*,*)' Note:' 
. write(*,*)' The new output files to be specified will' 
write(*,*)' be written over those just created if their' 
write(*,*)' names are not altered. ' 
write(*,*) 






























subroutine BALL TITL 
C*************************************************************************** 










IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (A-Z) 
character*40 text(lO) 
INCLUDE '($SMGDEF)' 
text(l) = '************************************' 
text(2) = ' A Program to Numerically Solve the ' 
text(3) = Governing Differential Equation ' 
text(4) = of a Single Block Sliding on the ' 
text(S) = inside of a Corragated Cylinder.' 
text(6) = '************************************' 
text(7) = ' 
text(8) = 
text(9) = 
text(lO) = ' 
Theory Developed by: 
Please wait' 
K. von Bentheim' 
G. Nurick' 
D. Reddy' 
status = SMG$CREATE_PASTEBOARD (NEW_PID,,,) 
IF (.NOT. status) CALL LIB$STOP(%VAL(status)) 
status = SMG$CREATE_ VIRTUAL_DISPLA Y (124, 180, DISPLAY _ID,,,) 
IF (.NOT. status) CALL LIB$STOP(%VAL(status)) 
status = SMG$PASTE_VIRTUAL_DISPLAY (DISPLAY_ID,NEW_PID,2,20) 
IF (.NOT. status) CALL LIB$STOP(%VAL(status)) 
status = SMG$PUT_LINE (DISPLAY_ID,text(l),2) 
IF (.NOT. status) CALL LIB$STOP(%VAL(status)) 
status = SMG$PUT_LINE (DISPLAY_ID, text(2),2) 




















status = SMG$PUT_LINE (DISPLAY_ID,text(3),2) 
IF (.NOT. status) CALL LIB$STOP(%VAL(status)) 
status = SMG$PUT_LINE (DISPLAY_ID, text(4),2) 
IF (.NOT. status) CALL LIB$STOP(%VAL(status)) 
status = SMG$PUT_LINE (DISPLAY_ID,text(S),2) 
IF (.NOT. status) CALL LIB$STOP(3VAL(status)) 
status = SMG$PUT_LINE (DISPLAY_ID,text(6),2) 
IF (.NOT. status) CALL LIB$STOP(3VAL(status)) · 
status = SMG$PUT_LINE (DISPLAY_ID,text(7),2) 
IF (.NOT. status) CALL LIB$STOP(%VAL(status)) 
status = SMG$PUT_LINE (DISPLAY_ID,text(8),2) 
IF (.NOT. status) CALL LIB$STOP(%VAL(status)) 
status = SMG$PUT_LINE (DISPLAY_ID,text(9),2) 
IF (.NOT. status) CALL LIB$STOP(3VAL(status)) 
status = SMG$PUT_LINE (DISPLAY_ID,text(l0),2) 




























c--- Default input data deck called BALL.DAT 
BALLIN='BALL.DAT' 
c 
c---- Create page for file handling 





File Specification for Output Files' 
C'--- input of data output file name 
c 
15 format( a) 
25 format(' Is a data output file required? Y or N -') 
write(*,25) 
call YESNO(dum) 
if(dummy.eq. 'Y' .or.dummy.eq. 'y' )then 
c--- set print marker l to l ie markprl=l and read in name of output file 
markprl=l 
write(*,*) 


















c--- open required files 
open( unit=7, status=' old', file=BALLIN) 
c 
















Subroutine BALLY ARA 
(*************************************************************************** 
c This program is used to help with the altering and managment of 








c---- Check wether the initial default values need changing 
write(*,*)' Are the default values of the variables suitable ?' 










write(*,*) ' Listing of the New Default Problem Variables.' 
write(*,*) ' ----------------~-~-~---~-~-----~--~--~------· 
85 Format( 5x,' Size of time increments {s} (H) = ',Fll.5,/, 
+ SX,' Mass of ball {kg} (MASS) = ',Fll.5,/, 
+ SX,' Static Coeff. of Friction (MUS) = ',Fll.4,/, 
+ 5X,' Kinetic Coeff. of Friction (MUK) = , ,Fl1.4,/, 
+ SX,' Mill Speed {rpm} (OMEGAM) = ',Fll.2,/, 
+ SX,' Gravity {m/s2) (G) = .-,Fll.2,/, 
+ SX,' Mill Radius {m} (RHO) = ',F11.4,/, 
+ SX,' Ball Dim. (Tangential) {m} (ATANG) = ',Fll.4,/, 
+ SX,' Ball Dim. (Normal) {m} (ANO RM) = ',Fll.4,/, 












+ 5X,' Initial Theta {degrees} (THETA!) = ',Fll.2,/, 
+ 5x,' Time increments for flight {s}(HP) = ',Fll.5,/, 












write(8, *) ' 
write(8, *) ' 







write(9, *) ' 




if(markpr3. eq. l)then 
write(lO, *) 
write(lO,*) ' Listing of the Problem Variables.' 




c--- Prepare screen for problem solution 
c call cured 

















c--- Convert the input variables from degrees & rpm to rad & rad/s 
c--- Convert thetai to radians 
thetai=thetai*pi/180 
c--- convert omegam and ornegai from rpm to radians 
omegai=ornegai *pi/30 
omegarn=omegam*pi/30 



























c Output the old input for display and change 








Listing of the Problem Variables.' 
* 




Format( 2x,' Size of time increments {s} 
Format( 2X,' Mass of ball {kg} 
Format( 2X,' Static Coeff. of Friction 
(H) [',F9.S,' ]= ') 
(MASS) [',F9.S,']= ') 
(MUS) [',F9.4,']= ') 
13S Format( 2X,' Kinetic Coeff. of Friction (MUK) [',F9.4,'l= ') 
4S Format( 2X,' Mill Speed {rpm} (OMEGAM) [',F9.2,']= ') 
SS Format( 2X,' Gravity {m/s2) (G) [',F9.2,']= ') 
6S Format( 2X,' Mill Radius {m} (RHO) [',F9.4,' ]= 'l 
7S Format( 2X,' Ball Dim. (Tangential) {m} (ATANG) [',F9.4,' ]= ') 
12S Format( 2X,' Ball Dim. (Normal) {m} (ANORM) [',F9.4,']= ') 
8S Format( 2X,' Initial Ball Omega {rpm} (OMEGA!) [',F9.2,']= ') 
9S Format( 2X,' Initial Theta {degrees} (THETA!) [',F9.2,' ]= 'l 
lOS Format( 2x,' Time increments for flight {s}(HP) [ ',F9.S,' ]= ') 
14S Format( 2x,' Max. Number of Iterations{N}(IMAX) [',F9.0,' ]= ') 
llS Format(fl2.6) 















write(*,*)'*** Input the new value at the equals sign, 
& ***' 








IF( MARKDEF. NE. l )THEN 




















IF( MARKDEF. NE. l )THEN 































IF( MARKDEF. NE.1 )THEN 






IF(MARKDEF. NE.1 )THEN 






IF( MARKDEF. NE.1 )THEN 


















IF ( MARKDEF. NE. l )THEN 




write(*, 95) thetai 
call GETREAL(NUM,MARKDEF) 
IF( MARKDEF. NE. l )THEN 






IF( MARKDEF. NE. l)THEN 






IF( MARKDEF. NE. !)THEN 






















c ..................................................................... . 
c 
c File = GETREAL.FOR 
c ..................................................................... . 
c 
c Program......... GETREAL 
c Purpose . . . . . . . . To get a real value, by first buffering the input 
c using the CHRINI routines, from the keyboard. 






integer if err, numchr, maxchr, markdef 
parameter (maxchr=lO) 
character*l chrbuf(maxchr) 






c--- get the real value to be read 
iofset = 48 
call CHRRED (if err) 
if( if err. ne. 0 )then 
write(*,*)'Error in reading input' 
goto 100 
end if 
call CHRSTR (chrbuf,maxchr,numchr,iferr) 
if(iferr.ne.O) then 
call CHRERR (iofset) 
write(*,1001) maxchr 












else if(numchr.eq.O) then 
write(*,1003) 
- Gl7 -





call CHRTOR (chrbuf,numchr,n,iferr) 
'if(iferr.ne.O) then 
call CHRERR (iofset) 
write(*, 1002) 



























Do 110 i = 1,10000 





Do 210 i = 1,10000 





c--- Values of the variables at time t=O or N=l 
finaln = 0 
npod = 0 
para = 0 
f = 0 
fd = 0 
fdd = 0 
i=l 
omega(l, ll=O 
omega( l, 2 )=omegai 
omega(l,3)=thetai 
omega(l,4)=mass*omegam*omegam*rho-mass*g*sin(omega(l,3)) 
omega( 1,5 )=mass*g*cos(omega(l,3)) 












if(omegai .eq. omegam)then 
flagl = 0 
motion(l) = 'st' 
else 
flagl = 1 
motion(l) = 'sl' 
endif 
c 




If(flagl .eq. 0 ) then 
c 
c*********************************************************************** 
c Implimentation of the Numerical Sol'n of the Non-Sliding Case 
c*********************************************************************** 
c 
c--- calculate the values for the liner functions as well as constants used 
in 








f = 0.1825 + 0.008 * cos(16*(omega(i,3)-(i-l)*h*omegam)) 
fd = -0.128 * sin(16*(omega(i,3)-(i-l)*h*omegam)) 
fdd = -2.048 * cos(16*(omega(i,3)-(i-l)*h*omegam)) 
an = l/sqrt(f**2 + fd**Z) 




omega( i + l, 2)=omegai 
c 













omega(i+l,6) = 0 
c 
rr = omega(i+l,6)*fd+omega(i+l,2)**2*(fdd-fl-2*omegam* 
& omega(i+l,2)*fdd+omegam**2*fdd 
c 
rq = omega(i+l,6)*f +2*omega(i+l,2)**2*fd-2*omega(i+l,2) 
& *omegam*fd 
c 
c--- Reaction Force 
c 
omega(i+l,4) = mass*an*(fd*rq-f*rr)+mass*g*an*(fd 
& *cos(omega(i+ 1,3) )-f*sin(omega(i+l,3))) 
c 






omega(i+l,5) = mass*an*(fd*rr+f*rq)+mass*g*an*(f 
& *cos(omega(i+l,3) )+fd*sin(omega(i+l,3))) 
motion(i+l)· = 'st' 
if(abs(omega( i + 1,5)) .ge. abs.(mus*omega(i+ 1, 4)) )then 




c Implimentation of the Numerical Solution of the Sliding D.E. 
c*********************************************************************** 




an = l/sqrt(f**2+fd**2) 













en = -2*omegam*(fd*fdd+muk*f*fdd-f*fd+muk*fd**2) 
dn = (fd+muk*f)*(fdd-f)+2*fd*(f-muk*fd) 
en = (omegam**2)*fdd*(fd+muk*f)+g*((f-muk*fd)*cos(omega(i,3)) 
& +(fd+muk*f)*sin(omega(i,3))) 
c--- calculate the values of the variables at time N+l 
c 








rr = omega(i+l,6)*fd+omega(i+l,2)**2*(fdd-f)-2*omegam* · 
& omega(i+l,2)*fdd+omegam**2*fdd 
c 
rq = omega(i+l,6)*f +2*omega(i+l,2)**2*fd-2*omega(i+l,2) 
& *omegam*fd 
c 




omega(i+l,4) mass*an*( f d*rq-f*rr )+mass*g*an*(f d 
*cos( omega( i + 1,3) )-f*sin(omega(i+ 1,3))) 
c--- , Tangential Force 
c 
omega(i+l,5) = mass*an*(fd*rr+f*rq)+mass*g*an*(f 
& *cos(omega(i+l,3) )+fd*sin(omega(i+l,3))) 
c 



















cord( i + l, l )=(rho-a)*cos(omega( i,3)) 
cord( i + l, 2)=(rho-a)*sin(omega(i,3)) 
cord(i+l,3)=cord(i,3)+h*omegam 
mill = cord(i+l,3) 
c--- Check Number l 
c--- check if theta>89, 9 and omega>=O 
c--- then ball never leaves rim, but sticks to it 
If(omega( i+ 1,3). ge. 1.569051. and. omega( i+ 1,2).gt. 0 )then 
! ! ! Ball is centrifuged to liner !!!' ·write(*,*)' 
write(*,*)' 
write(*,*)' 
!!! before it has started to slide !!!' 
!!! therefore the run is terminated !!!' 
c 






c--- Check Number 2 
c--- check sign of reaction and see if required to 'kick-out' 
If(omega(i+l,4) .le. O)then 
c--- Normal P.O.D. has occured write it to screen and file 
write(*,*)' Ball follows normal path and leaves liner.' 
c 
c-- mark that ball left liner "normally" 
Npod=i 
c 
c--- Call BALLPARA to calculate the ball parabolic path if the ball 












































bdisp = (omega(i,3)-(i-l)*h*omegam) 
c---- Function for liner No4 from Skorupa's Thesis 
c 
c 
if(bdisp. le. -1.570796.and. bdisp.gt. -l.588250)then 
f = 0.1925 
fd = 0 
fdd = 0 
else if ( bdisp. le. -1. 588250. and. bdisp. gt. -1. 727876 )then 
f = 0.09524 * bdisp + 0.343788 
fd = 0.09524 
fdd = 0 
else if (bdisp. le. -1. 727876. and. bdisp.gt. -1.806416)then 
f = 0.1792 
fd = 0 
fdd = 0 
else if (bdisp. le. -1.806416. and. bdisp.gt. -1. 867502)then 
f = -0.217726 * bdisp - 0.214103 
fd = -0.217722 
fdd = 0 
else if (bdisp.le.-1.867502lthen 
f = 0.1925 
fd = 0 



















c This subroutine solves the differential equations derived for the sphere 
c on the corrugated liner. The eqaution is solved using a 4th Order 




















ul = omega(i,2) 
u = ul 
kl = -h*(cn*u+dn*u**2+en)/bn 
u = ul+O.S*kl 
k2 = -h*(cn*u+dn*u**2+en)/bn 
u = ul+O.S*k2 
k3 = -h*(cn*u+dn*u**2+en)/bn 
u = ul+k3 
k4 = -h*(cn*u+dn*u**2+en)/bn 
omega(i+l,2) = omega(i,2)+(kl+2*k2+2*k3+k4)/6 
































c--- Use the average of the last two iteration on the liner surface 
c 
POD=( omega(NPOD+ 1,3 )+omega(NPOD,3) )/2 
Sx = cos(POD)*f 
Sy = sin(POD )*f 
Vini = ((omega(NPOD+l,2)+omega(NPOD,2))/2) 
Ux = Vini*(fd*cos(POD)-f*sin(POD)) 
Uy = Vini*(fd*sin(POD)+f*cos(POD)) 
vy = uy 
i = 0 







Initial values at the start of Flight.' ______________________________________ , 
15 Format( 5x,' Point of Departure {degrees} (POD) = ',Fll.5,/, 






5X,' Init. Horiz. displacement {m} (Sx) = ',Fll.5,/, 
5X,' Init. Vert. displacement {m} (Sy) = ',Fll.5,/, 
5X,' Init. Horiz. velocity {mis} (Ux) = ',Fll.5,/, 
5X,' Init. Vert. velocity {mis} (Uy) = ',Fll.5,/, 
5X,' Mill Rotation at Departure (deg) = ',Fll.5,/) 
write(8,15)POD*180/3.14159_,VINl,SX,SY,UX,UY,MILL*l80/pi 
write(*,15)POD*180/3.14159, VINI,SX,SY, UX, UY,MILL *180/pi 
c -- write heading 
write(8, *) 





















No Sx Sy Vy 
(m) (m) (mis) 






mill = mill +hp * omegam 
c--- Check if against liner 
If(sx*sx+sy*sy. lt. rho*rho.or. i. lt. lO)then 
c-- print this steps values 
11 format(4x,i4,4x,f8.4,4x,f8.4,4x,f8.4,4x,f8.4,4x,f8.4) 
c write results if required 
c 
if(markprl. eq. l)then 




c--- Print final value and record Finaln 
c 
if(markprl.eq.l)then 





















c Used to process the output from the ballmill program 









Pre-Departure Incremental Results' 
---------------------------------' 
write(8, *)' Number Theta dot Theta Reaction Tangential 
& Mill Rot. Motion' 
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